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"The more constraints one imposes, the more one frees one’s self."
- Igor Fyodorovich Stravinsky





Abstract

This thesis investigates the application and implementation of geomet-
ric constraints to manipulate, approximate, and optimize surfaces for
modeling and architecture. In modeling, geometric constraints provide
an interface to edit and control the form of a surface. We present a ge-
ometry processing framework that enables constraints for positional,
metric, and curvature properties anywhere on the surface of a geomet-
ric model. Target values for these properties can be specified point-
wise or as integrated quantities over curves and surface patches em-
bedded in the shape. For example, the user can draw several curves on
the surface and specify desired target lengths, manipulate the normal
curvature along these curves, or modify the area or principal curvature
distribution of arbitrary surface patches. This user input is converted
into a set of non-linear constraints. A global optimization finds the
new deformed surface that best satisfies the constraints, while min-
imizing adaptable measures for metric and curvature distortion that
provide explicit control on the deformation semantics. This approach
enables flexible surface processing and shape editing operations. In
architecture, the emergence of large-scale freeform shapes pose new
challenges to the process from design to production. Geometric con-
straints directly arise from aesthetic, structural, and economical re-
quirements for the fabrication of such structures. A key problem is the
approximation of the design surface by a union of patches, so-called
panels, that can be manufactured with a selected technology at reason-
able cost, while meeting the design intent and achieving the desired
aesthetic quality of panel layout and surface smoothness. The produc-
tion of curved panels is mostly based on molds. Since the cost of mold
fabrication often dominates the panel cost, there is strong incentive to
use the same mold for multiple panels. Various constraints, such as
the limited geometry of mold shapes and tolerances on positional and
normal continuity between neighboring panels, have to be considered.
We introduce a paneling algorithm that interleaves discrete and con-
tinuous optimization steps to minimize production cost while meeting
the desired geometric constraints and is able to handle complex ar-
rangements with thousands of panels. The practical relevance of our
system is demonstrated by paneling solutions for real, cutting-edge
architectural freeform design projects.





Zusammenfassung

Diese Doktorarbeit untersucht den Einsatz und die Implementierung
von geometrischen Bedingungen zur Manipulation, Approximation
und Optimierung von Flächen in der geometrischen Modellierung
und in der Architektur. In der Modellierung bieten geometrische
Bedingungen eine Schnittstelle, über welche die Form einer Fläche
editiert und optimiert werden kann. Wir präsentieren ein Frame-
work zur Geometrieverarbeitung, welches es ermöglicht, Beding-
ungen an Positions-, Metrik-, und Krümmungseigenschaften an be-
liebigen Stellen eines geometrischen Modells vorzuschreiben. Ziel-
werte für diese Eigenschaften können punktweise oder integriert über
Kurven- und Flächenelemente spezifiziert werden. Der Benutzer kann
zum Beispiel mehrere Kurven auf eine Fläche zeichnen, die Längen
dieser Kurven oder die Normalenkrümmung entlang dieser Kurven
vorschreiben oder er kann den Flächeninhalt sowie die Hauptkrüm-
mungen auf beliebigen Flächenelementen modifizieren. Diese Be-
nutzereingabe wird in eine Menge von nichtlinearen Bedingungen
übersetzt. Eine globale Optimierung findet die neue, deformierte
Fläche, welche die Bedingungen bestmöglich erfüllt. Gleichzeitig
geben anpassbare Masse der Metrik- und Krümmungsverzerrung dem
Benutzer explizite Kontrolle über die Deformationssemantik. Dieser
Ansatz ermöglicht flexible Flächenverarbeitung und Formeditierung.
In der Architektur stellt die vermehrte Verwendung von grossen
Freiformflächen neue Herausforderungen an den Prozess vom De-
sign zur Produktion. Geometrische Bedingungen entspringen direkt
den ästhetischen, strukturellen und ökonomischen Anforderungen der
Fabrikation von solchen Gebilden. Ein grundlegendes Problem ist
dabei die Approximation der Designfläche durch eine Menge von
Flächenelementen, so genannten Panelen. Diese Panele sollten mit
einer bestimmten Technologie mit angemessenen Kosten gefertigt wer-
den können. Gleichzeitig sollte die Design-Idee und weitere wichtige
Qualitätsmerkmale, wie das Layout der Panele und die Glattheit der
Fläche, eingehalten werden. Die Produktion von gekrümmten Pane-
len basiert grösstenteils auf Mulden (Press- oder Gussformen). Da die
Fertigungskosten einer Mulde oft weit höher liegen als die Kosten,
um mit der Mulde ein Panel zu erzeugen, ist es wichtig, eine Mulde
für möglichst viele Panele wiederverwenden zu können. Verschiedene



Bedingungen wie die eingeschränkte Geometrie der Muldenform und
Toleranzen für Positions- und Normalenkontinuität zwischen benach-
barten Panelen müssen dabei eingehalten werden. Wir stellen einen
Panelisierungs-Algorithmus vor, der diskrete und kontinuierliche Op-
timierung kombiniert, um die Kosten zu minimieren und gleichzeitig
die geometrischen Bedingungen einzuhalten. Der Algorithmus ist
fähig, komplexe Anordnungen mit tausenden von Panelen automa-
tisch zu berechnen. Wir demonstrieren die praktische Relevanz von
unserem System anhand aktueller Projekte der Freiformarchitektur.
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C H A P T E R 1

Introduction

The rise of the computer has enabled the digital representation, ac-
quisition, reconstruction, analysis, and processing of geometric objects
and the efficient execution of complex geometric computations and al-
gorithms. Over the last century, digital geometry processing has grown
to be a significant research area at the intersection of applied mathe-
matics, computer science, and engineering, covering a wide range of
applications from multimedia, entertainment, and classical computer-
aided design to biomedical computing, machine engineering, and ar-
chitecture.

In digital geometry, surface processing is concerned with the creation,
manipulation, optimization, and approximation of form. The form,
in the context of surface processing the shape of a two dimensional
surface embedded in three dimensions, is an essential aesthetic and
functional attribute. It determines how a geometric object is perceived
and how well it performs a given task.

By modeling virtual surfaces artists have created realistic or styl-
ized characters that entertain us in movies and computer games (Fig-
ures 1.3, 1.4). Surface models are used to design, simulate, and man-
ufacture ships, airplanes, and cars (Figure 1.1). In architecture, a long

1



1 Introduction

Figure 1.1 Digital surface model of a car generated by an iterative refine-
ment of a coarse control mesh. (Figure taken from [BPK+08], kindly provided
by Botsch and colleagues.)

Figure 1.2 Architectural freeform surface consisting of single-curved
strips. (Figure from [PSB+08], kindly privided by Pottmann and colleagues.)

standing source for the application and inspiration of geometric prob-
lems, surface processing has reached unprecedented relevance with
the emergence of architectural freeform structures where a general
smooth surface replaces the classical, geometrically limited composi-
tion of flat walls and roof (Figure 1.2).

A central driver in the processing of surfaces is the geometric con-
straint. A geometric constraint both controls and restricts the form of
a surface and can serve as an interface for a user to manipulate form
or directly be imposed by structural or economical limitations defined
in the problem statement. This thesis reviews existing techniques and
presents new approaches to effectively enforce complex geometric con-
straints for surface processing.

2



Particularly, this thesis offers the following core contributions:

• We identify the presence and use of geometric constraints in sur-
face modeling and freeform architecture, two principal applica-
tion domains of digital geometry processing.

• We propose and investigate computational tools and algorithmic
frameworks based on a sound mathematical foundation to imple-
ment a broad set of advanced geometric constraints for surface
processing and, using these tools,

• we evaluate the potential and the limitations of these constraints
for modeling and architecture by numerous comparisons and
case studies.

In this thesis we have grouped our findings according to their applica-
tion domain and we present the application-specific technical contri-
butions for effective constraint-based surface processing in the corre-
sponding Chapters 3 for modeling and 4 for freeform architecture.

In surface modeling, geometric constraints offer means of controlling
the shape of a geometric model. Current methods mostly rely on po-
sition constraints, specified either by a skeleton or a polygonal control
cage to perform a deformation of the entire space in which the surface
is embedded (e.g., Figure 1.3) or by a control handle directly on the
surface itself (e.g., Figure 1.4). See Chapter 3 for an extensive discus-
sion of previous work. In this thesis we broaden the toolset for surface
modeling and demonstrate how advanced constraints such as the pre-
scription of length (see Figure 1.5) and further geometric properties
provide novel and flexible tools for shape design and exploration.

In freeform architecture, geometric constraints mostly originate from
aesthetic, structural, or economical requirements in the production
process. For example, freeform surfaces are usually assembled as a
collection of smaller elements, called panels (see, e.g., Figure 1.6a).
The approximation of an architectural design with such panels under-
lies practical constraints such as that the maximal gap between neigh-
boring panels and the angle in which two neighboring panels meet
(called kink angle) should remain below given thresholds. Existing
paneling techniques focus on specialized panel types such as planar

3



1 Introduction

Figure 1.3 Editing of a surface model by position constraints using a con-
trol cage. The position constraints define a deformation of the space in which
the surface is embedded. (Figure taken from [LLCO08], kindly provided by
Lipman and colleagues.)

Figure 1.4 Editing of a surface model by specifying position constraints
directly on the surface using a control handle. (Figure taken from [SCOL+04],
kindly provided by Sorkine and colleagues.)

4



OriginalLength Constraint Length Constraint

Figure 1.5 Constraint-based surface modeling using length constraints.
Constraining the length of the red curve on the vase does not have a unique
solution. The deformations shown on the left and right are but two of infinitely
many valid solutions. In this thesis we present techniques to effectively enforce
advanced geometric constraints while giving the user explicit control on the
deformation outcome.

panels (e.g., Figure 1.6a) or developable panels (e.g., Figure 1.6b). Due
to the limited geometry of these panel types, quality measures like the
gap and kink angle between panels can be optimized but cannot be
explicitly controlled through constraints. See Chapter 4 for a detailed
analysis of previous work.

Recent technological advances enable the large-scale production
of double-curved panels that allow panelizations of architectural
freeform surfaces with superior inter-panel continuity compared to
single-curved panels. The fabrication of double-curved panels, how-
ever, incurs a higher cost, depending on the complexity of the panel
shapes and the material and panel manufacturing process. A cost-
effective paneling should use as many simple panels as possible and
reuse the same panel shapes for different parts of the surface. With
the integration of double-curved panels, therefore, the specification of
geometric constraints becomes an essential tool to manage the tradeoff

5



1 Introduction

(a) A freeform surface approximation with
planar panels according to [LPW+06] re-
sults in a maximum kink angle of 11◦.

(b) A paneling with developable surface
strips according to [PSB+08] results in a
maximum kink angle of 6◦ between strips.

(c) Paneling algorithm presented in this the-
sis using a kink angle constraint of 1◦.

(d) Paneling algorithm presented in this
thesis using a kink angle constraint of 1/4◦.

Figure 1.6 Comparison with state-of-the-art algorithms to panelize archi-
tectural freeform surfaces. Example taken from a facade designed by architects
Moatti et Rivière for an entry to a competition on redesigning the pavilions on
the first platform of the Eiffel Tower, panelized by Evolute (www.evolute.at)
and RFR (www.rfr-group.com). (a, b) Paneling using planar elements or
developable surface strips. The surface reflections indicate high kink angles
(angles between neighboring panels). (c, d) The same facade panelized using
the paneling algorithm introduced in this thesis that allows the prescription of
constraints for the maximal kink angle and other geometric quality measures
enabling smooth surface approximations.

6



between cost and approximation quality. We introduce a general pan-
eling framework that incorporates double-curved panels and enables
direct specification of important geometric constraints on quality and
fabrication, such as the maximal gap between panels and the maximal
kink angle to quarantee a smooth approximation (see Figure 1.6).

Publications. Most of the contributions discussed in this thesis have
been presented in the following publications:

Michael Eigensatz, Robert W. Sumner, and Mark Pauly.
Curvature-Domain Shape Processing.
Computer Graphics Forum (Proceedings of EUROGRAPHICS), 2008.

Michael Eigensatz and Mark Pauly.
Positional, Metric, and Curvature Control for Constraint-Based
Surface Deformation.
Computer Graphics Forum (Proceedings of EUROGRAPHICS), 2009.

Michael Eigensatz, Martin Kilian, Alexander Schiftner, Niloy

Mitra, Helmut Pottmann, and Mark Pauly.
Paneling Architectural Freeform Surfaces.
ACM Transactions on Graphics (Proceedings of SIGGRAPH), 2010.

Michael Eigensatz, Mario Deuss, Alexander Schiftner, Martin

Kilian, Niloy Mitra, Helmut Pottmann, and Mark Pauly.
Case Studies in Cost-Optimized Paneling
of Architectural Freeform Surfaces.
Advances in Architectural Geometry, 2010.

Organization. Before presenting our research in constraint-based
surface processing for modeling (Chapter 3) and freeform architecture
(Chapter 4), we provide a detailed review of the underlying fundamen-
tal concepts in surface geometry and optimization theory in Chapter 2,
including valuable insights gained throughout this PhD. Chapter 5

concludes this thesis and provides an outlook on future work.

7
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C H A P T E R 2

Fundamentals

This chapter explains the fundamental concepts of geometry and opti-
mization employed in the subsequent chapters and provides the inter-
ested reader with references for further reading. Readers familiar to
these topics may skip this chapter or simply use it as a reference.

2.1 Surface Geometry in IR3

This thesis is concerned with surfaces embedded in 3-dimensional
euclidean space. Many concepts described in this chapter, however,
translate to higher dimensions and even to surfaces not embedded in
euclidean space (see [dC92]).

This chapter offers a qualitative, descriptive introduction to surface
geometry in order to maximize readability and provides sufficient
background to understand the subsequent chapters. For a thorough
mathematical treatment of differential geometry the reader is referred
to the classical book Differential Geometry of Curves and Surfaces by
Do Carmo [dC76]. The work of Botsch et. al. [BPK+

08, Bot05] provides

9



2 Fundamentals

a good overview and entry point to the study of surface discretization
using polygonal meshes.

2.1.1 Curves and Surfaces

A 1-dimensional curve embedded in IR3 is a map c : I → IR3 of an
open interval I = (a, b), a, b ∈ IR, onto IR3 (Figure 2.1).

Curve c(t)
Osculating circle

c(t∗)

c′(t∗)c′′(t∗)

Figure 2.1 A curve c ⊂ IR3 parameterized by arc length and derivatives.

Usually, the map c(t) = (cx(t), cy(t), cz(t))> is assumed to be differen-
tiable (all three components have well defined derivatives). A regular
curve is a differentiable curve with c′(t) 6= 0 for all t ∈ I. The regu-
larity of a curve is an important property, because it implies that the
curve has a well defined tangent for each point on the curve (see Sec-
tion 2.1.2) and enables the definition of further differential properties.
If the length of the curve from some fixed point on the curve to the
point c(t) is always t, the curve is said to be parameterized by arc
length. Since the derivative of the curve with respect to the parameter
t measures the advancement on the curve with respect to the advance-
ment of t, for differentiable curves parametrized by arc length it holds
that |c′(t)| = 1 for all t ∈ I. Given an image c(I) ⊂ IR3 of a continuous
curve there always exists a parameterization by arc length of that curve
with the same image.

10



2.1 Surface Geometry in IR3

The arc length parameterization is a canonical parameterization of a
curve. For surfaces, such a canonical parameterization does not exist
in general. For surfaces, it is not even generally possible to have a
global regular parameterization. A simple example is the sphere: The
standard parameterization of the sphere using spherical coordinates
has non-regular points at the top and bottom, where the derivatives
with respect to one variable are all 0.

Surfaces are elegantly defined as subsets of IR3: A subsetM⊂ IR3 is a
(topological) 2-manifold, if for every point p ∈ M there exists a local
open set neighborhood V ⊂ IR3 to cut out a local neighbohood patch
V ∩M that can be continuously deformed into (is homeomorphic to)
a planar disc (Figure 2.2). This simple definition ensures a surface
without self intersections. For surfaces with boundaries the definition
has to be adjusted by replacing planar disc with planar halfdisc. A 2-
manifold is also a submanifold of the 3-dimensional euclidean space,
sinceM is a subset of IR3 and IR3 is itself a manifold.

M

V

Figure 2.2 For every point on a 2-manifold surface there exists a local
neighborhood patch, cut out by a local neighborhood V , that can be continu-
ously deformed to a planar disc.

A (topological) 2-manifold can have sharp creases and other differen-
tial singularities. A subset M ⊂ IR3 is a differentiable 2-manifold, if
for every point p ∈ M there exists a local open set neighborhood
V ⊂ IR3 to cut out a local neighbohood patch V ∩M that can be
smoothly deformed into (is diffeomorphic to) a planar disc. Since the

11



2 Fundamentals

deformations of local neighborhoods to planar discs have to be smooth
(differentiable), a differentiable 2-manifold defines a smooth surface. A
differentiable 2-manifold in IR3 is also called a regular surface.

As with curves, the regularity of a surface is an important prerequisite
for differential geometry, since it enables to define tangent planes and
other differential properties of a surface. In this thesis we will assume
the surfaces to be piecewise differentiable 2-manifolds with bound-
aries, meaning that the surfaces are generally smooth but can contain
lines of sharp creases.

A regular local parameterization of a differentiable 2-manifold is a dif-
ferentiable map f : U → IR3 from some 2-dimensional domain U ⊂ IR2

to a local neighborhoodMp ⊂M around a point p ∈ M (Figure 2.3),
where f and its inverse are continuous (f is a homeomorphism) and
f is an immersion. The requirement of an immersion means, that the
Jacobian of f has maximal rank (rank 2). The rank of the Jacobian
is important since the Jacobian directly relates to the tangent plane
and other differential properties of a surface (see Section 2.1.2). Even
though it is not generally possible to globally describe a regular sur-
face by a regular parameterization, it is always possible to have regular
local parameterizations of a neighborhood around any point on a reg-
ular surface.

vp

up

v

u

f(u, v)

f(up, v)

f(u, vp)

Mp

p

M

U

Figure 2.3 Local parameterization f(u, v) : U → Mp of a surface M
around a point p = f(up, vp) and iso-parameter curves f(u, up) and f(vp, v).

12



2.1 Surface Geometry in IR3

Local parameterizations are a useful analytic tool since they provide
a local 2-dimensional coordinate space at any point of a surface: ev-
ery point on the surface in the local neighborhood can be uniquely
assigned a 2-dimensional coordinate in U. There exists a great variety
of literature on how to compute and optimize parameterizations for
surfaces (see, e.g., [FH05, SPR06, HLS07] for an overview).

In digital surface processing, curves and surfaces are often discretized
to enable efficient computation, representation, and visualization. In
this thesis we discretize curves as piecewise linear paths (polylines).
Surfaces are discretized as piecewise linear triangular meshes (Fig-
ure 2.4). As demonstrated in [BPK+

08, Bot05] this piecewise linear
discretization provides an efficient and flexible geometry representa-
tion.

M

Figure 2.4 Surface discretization by a triangle mesh.

2.1.2 Tangents and Normals

The tangent vector of a curve at a point c(t) is the direction in which
the curve is advancing and can be computed by the curves derivative
c′(t)/|c′(t)|, or simply c′(t) for a curve parametrized by arc length
(Figure 2.1). The normal of a curve in IR3 requires the definition of
curvature and is thus defined in Section 2.1.5.

The tangent vectors of all curves passing through a point p on a regular
surfaceM all lie in (and define) a plane called the tangent plane TMp.
Given a regular local parameterization f(u, v) : U → IR3 around p (i.e.,
f(0, 0) = p), the tangent plane is spanned by the two columns of the
Jacobian matrix of f at (0, 0). This holds because the two Jacobian

13



2 Fundamentals

colums are by definition of regularity linearly independent and each
column is the tangent vector of one of the two isoparameter curves
f(u, 0) and f(0, v) (Figure 2.3). The Jacobian Jf|(0,0) of f at (0, 0) can
thus also be used to map any vector (u, v)> ∈ IR2 to the tangent plane
at p by matrix-vector multiplication: Jf|(0,0)(u, v)> ∈ TMp.

The surface normal nM(p) at point p is defined as the unit vector
orthogonal to the tangent plane TMp. The normal can be computed
by the cross product of the two columns of the Jacobian matrix. The
surface normal has no unique orientation. If there exists a smooth,
consistently oriented, normal field nM(p) on a surface, the surface is
called orientable. A famous example of a non-orientable surface is the
Möbius strip.

Normals and tangent planes on discrete surfaces such as triangle
meshes are not uniquely defined. In general when discretizing differ-
ential quantities the choice of discretization depends on the properties
of these quantities that should be transfered to the discrete setting. For
example one would usually want to define a tangent plane and a nor-
mal such that they stand orthogonal to each other. A simple way to
define vertex normals on a triangular mesh is as a weighted average
of the normals of all the adjacent faces where the face areas or the in-
cident triangle angles are chosen as weights (see [BPK+

08] for further
possibilities).

2.1.3 Metric

The (local) metric of a curve or surface describes the local distances be-
tween points on curves and surfaces. On surfaces, the metric includes
information on angles and areas. Since a surface can be curved, not
all relations between metric properties (angles, lengths, area) in IR2 di-
rectly translate to the surface space. The metric of a curve or surface is
often described by the metric of its (local) parameterization that relates
distances in parameter space to distances on the curve or surface.

On parametrized curves c(t) : I → IR3, the metric information is en-
coded in the first derivative c′(t). The length of a regular curve can be
computed as

∫
I |c
′(t)|dt.
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2.1 Surface Geometry in IR3

The local metric properties length, angle, and area on a surface can all
be computed with the scalar product of vectors in tangent space. The
metric of a regular surface M is thus defined by the function gp that
assigns to every point p ∈ M the scalar product

gp(x, y) := 〈x, y〉 for x, y ∈ TMp. (2.1)

The function gp is called the First Fundamental Form of a surface.

The metric of a regular parameterization f : U → IR3 is defined by the
function g(u,v) that assigns to every point (u, v)> ∈ U the scalar product

g(u,v)(µ, η) :=
〈
Jf|(u,v)µ, Jf|(u,v)η

〉
for µ, η ∈ IR2. (2.2)

The function g(u,v) is called the First Fundamental Form of a
parametrization. As described in Section 2.1.2 the Jacobian Jf|(u,v) of
f at (u, v) is used to map the direction vectors µ and η in parameter
space to vectors in the tangent plane. The First Fundamental Form of
a parameterization is therefore sometimes also defined as the square
symmetric matrix J>f Jf.

With the use of the First Fundamental Form, the length of a path on
the surface c(t) := f(r(t)), where f : U → IR3 is a regular local pa-
rameterization and r : I → U is a 2-dimensional path in the parameter
domain U, can be computed as

L(c) =
∫

I

√
gc(t) (c′(t), c′(t))dt (2.3)

=
∫

I

√
gr(t) (r′(t), r′(t))dt. (2.4)

Since for the computation of lengths the two arguments of g are the
same, the quadratic form g(x) = g(x, x) is sometimes called the First
Fundamental Form as well.

The area of a surface patch P ⊂ M of a surface M with a regular
local parameterization f : U → P can be computed as

A(P) =
∫

U

√
det(g(u,v))dudv, (2.5)

where the determinant det(g(u,v)) of the First Fundamental Form can
be computed as the determinant of the matrix J>f|(u,v)Jf|(u,v) and is the
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square of the area spanned by the two column vectors of Jf|(u,v). The
determinant of the First Fundamental Form defines the infinitesimal
area distortion at the coordinates (u, v). The infinitesimal area element
dA is defined as dA =

√
det(g(u,v))dudv and can be used to convert

integrals over the parameter domain to integrals over the surface area.
Equation 2.5 can therefore also be written as

A(P) =
∫
P

dA. (2.6)

Metric properties of a surface such as the length of a path on the
surface or the area of a surface patch are independent on the cho-
sen parameterization and only depend on the geometry of the sur-
face itself. Nevertheless, parameterizations and their First Fundamen-
tal Form provide important tools to analytically compute differential
properties.

On discrete surface approximations such as triangular meshes that ap-
proximate surfaces explicitly via geometric elements, e.g., triangles,
metric properties such as lengths, areas, and angles are usually straight
forward to compute using vector geometry. In Chapter 3 we investi-
gate ways to compute and use discrete metric quantities for constraint-
based surface processing.

2.1.4 Metric Deformation

In this thesis we will extensively work with surface deformations. A
regular deformation can be defined as a differentiable map d :Mo →
Md ⊂ IR3 that maps one regular surfaceMo to anotherMd. A regular
deformation inflicts no self intersections and defines a smooth one-to-
one mapping between the original and the deformed surface.

A deformation deforms the local metric of a surface. This metric de-
formation is again encoded in the First Fundamental Form (compare
Section 2.1.3). Since the function domain of d is not a euclidean space
but a (possibly curved) manifold, the definition of the First Fundamen-
tal Form of a deformation requires differential calculus on manifolds.
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2.1 Surface Geometry in IR3

Many notions from differential calculus in euclidean space translate
to manifolds (see [dC76] for an extensive discussion). The First Fun-
damental Form requires the definition of the differential, or the di-
rectional derivative, Ddp of the function d at point p ∈ Mo. The
differential is a function Ddp : TMo,p → TMd,d(p) that maps vectors
(directions) in the tangent plane of the original surface to vectors in
the tangent plane of the deformed surface (see Section 2.1.2 for the
definition of tangent plane).

Analytically, the differential Ddp(x) at point p evaluated at vector
x ∈ TMo,p can be computed by mapping any curve c ⊂ Mo that
passes through p with tangent x to the deformed curve d(c) ⊂ Md
and computing the tangent vector of the deformed curve at d(p).

For a local surface parameterization f, we represented the differen-
tial with respect to the canonical basis by the Jacobian matrix of f
evaluated at f−1(p) (see Section 2.1.3). A Jacobian representation of
the differential of the deformation function d at point p ∈ Mo can
be constructed geometrically by mapping two orthogonal unit tan-
gent vectors e1, e2 ∈ TMo,p to the corresponding tangent vectors
Ddp(e1), Ddp(e2) ∈ TMd,d(p) on the deformed surface (Figure 2.5).

Mo Md

d

TMo,p TMd,d(p)

e1

e2

Ddp(e1)

Ddp(e2)

Figure 2.5 The deformation function d locally deforms circles to ellipses.
Original surfaceMo, deformed surfaceMd. Orthogonal basis vectors e1, e2

in the tangent plane TMo,p of the original surface. The corresponding di-
rectional derivatives Ddp(e1), Ddp(e2) of the deformation lie in the tangent
plane TMd,d(p) of the deformed surface.
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The two vectors Ddp(e1), Ddp(e2) are the column vectors of the Ja-
cobian Jd|e1,e2|p of the deformation function at p locally parametrized
by the coordinate basis {e1, e2} spanning a 2-dimansional euclidean
space. The First Fundamental Form of a deformation d at point p
with respect to the basis {e1, e2} can be represented by the square
symmetric matrix

J>d|e1,e2|pJd|e1,e2|p. (2.7)

As with the First Fundamental Form of local surface parameterizations
discussed in Section 2.1.3, the metric information encoded in the First
Fundamental Form of a deformation is independent on the specific
choice of the parameterization basis {e1, e2}. The First Fundamental
Form of a deformation defines a scalar product of tangent vectors in
the deformed surface with respect to tangent vectors in the original
surface and encodes how tangent vectors are stretched and turned by
the deformation. As depicted in Figure 2.5 a regular surface defor-
mation locally deforms discs into ellipses. The shape of the ellipse
is described by the First Fundamental Form of the deformation. The
square roots of the eigenvalues of the First Fundamental Form (i.e., the
singular values of the Jacobian of d) define the major and minor radii
of the ellipse. The local area change induced by the deformation, for
example, can be computed by the square root of the determinant of
the First Fundamental Form. In Chapter 3 we discuss ways to use and
discretize metric distortion induced by surface deformation.

2.1.5 Curvature

Curvature measures how curved, or bent, a curve or a surface is. It
is defined as the change of the tangent, or equivalently the change
of the normal, in a given direction. The curvature κ of a curve c(t)
parameterized by arc length can be computed as the derivative of the
tangent vector c′(t):

κ(t) = |c′′(t)| (2.8)
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The second derivative c′′(t) is called the curvature vector and is always
orthogonal to the tangent (Figure 2.1). The normal nc(t) of a curve is
thus defined as

nc(t) =
c′′(t)
|c′′(t)| =

c′′(t)
κ(t)

(2.9)

wherever the curve has non-zero curvature. The curvature of a circle
is the inverse of its radius 1/r. The circle that touches the curve at
point c(t) with tangent vector c′(t) and that has the same curvature as
the curve at t is called the osculating circle (Figure 2.1). The osculating
circle has center c(t) + c′′(t)/|c′′(t)|2 and is the best second-order local
approximation of the curve.

Since a surface is 2-dimensional, there are several measures of curva-
ture at a point on the surface. The normal curvature κn(p, x) at a point
p on a regular surface M in the tangent direction x ∈ TMp is de-
fined as the curvature of the curve cp,x ⊂ M obtained by intersecting
M with the normal plane Np,x spanned by x and the surface normal
nM(p) (see Figure 2.6).

M

Np,x

p

x
nM(p)

cp,x

Figure 2.6 The normal curvature is the curvature of the curve cp,x obtained
by intersecting the normal plane Np,x at p, spanned by surface normal nM(p)
and direction x, with the surfaceM.

Without loss of generality we assume cp,x to be parameterized by arc
length and c(0) = p. The normal curvature can therefore be computed
as

κn(p, x) = |c′′p,x(0)| =
〈

c′′p,x(0), nM(cp,x(0))
〉

. (2.10)
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Since 〈c′p,x(t), nM(cp,x(t))〉 = 0, it also holds
(
〈c′p,x(t), nM(cp,x(t))〉

)′
=

0 and therefore:

κn(p, x) =
〈

c′′p,x(0), nM(cp,x(0))
〉

(2.11)

= −
〈

c′p,x(0), n′M(cp,x(0))
〉

(2.12)

=
〈

c′p,x(0),−DnM,p(c′p,x(0))
〉

(2.13)

Equation 2.13 makes again use of the differential D (directional deriva-
tive - see Section 2.1.4) and directly confirms the statement at the be-
ginning of this section that curvature measures the normal change in a
given tangent direction. The differential Lp := −DnM,p : TMp → IR3

of the normal field of a surface is called the Weingarten Map. An
interesting fact is that the range of the Weingarten Map is again the
tangent plane of the surface, that is, the Weingarten Map is actually a
function Lp : TMp → TMp.

Using the Weingarten Map and Equation 2.13 one can derive the gen-
eral function

hp(x, y) =
〈
x,−DnM,p(y)

〉
= gp

(
x, Lp(y)

)
, for x, y ∈ TMp.

(2.14)
The function h is called the Second Fundamental Form of a surface.
The Second Fundamental Form measures the normal change at point
p in tangent direction y restricted to tangent direction x. The nor-
mal curvature in unit direction x can therefore be computed using the
Second Fundamental Form as

κn(p, x) = hp(x, x). (2.15)

In fact, as we shall see now, the Second Fundamental Form stores
all information on surface curvature: The Weingarten Map is a lin-
ear map and symmetric with respect to the scalar product gp, that
is gp

(
x, Lp(y)

)
= gp

(
Lp(x), y

)
and therefore also h is symmetric

hp(x, y) = hp(y, x). This implies, that the extremal values of hp(x, x)
are the eigenvalues κ1(p) and κ2(p) of the Weingarten Map Lp and the
directions x1(p) and x2(p) to obtain these values are the orthogonal
eigenvectors of Lp, i.e., Lp(x{1,2}) = κ{1,2}x{1,2}. The normal curva-
tures κ1(p) and κ2(p) are the maximum and minimum of the normal
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curvatures at point p in all directions and are called the principal cur-
vatures. The corresponding orthogonal tangent directions x1(p) and
x2(p) are called the principal directions. The mean curvature H(p) is
the average, the Gaussian curvature K(p) is the product of the princi-
pal curvatures:

H(p) :=
κ1(p) + κ2(p)

2
=

1
2

trace(Lp) (2.16)

K(p) := κ1(p)κ2(p) = det(Lp) (2.17)

.

Similar to the First Fundamental Form, the Second Fundamental Form
can also be represented by a square symmetric matrix Wp

hp(x, y) = xWpy. (2.18)

The matrix Wp is representing the Weingarten Map in the canonical
basis of IR3 and is sometimes called the Weingarten Matrix or the
Shape Operator. The two non-zero eigenvalues of the matrix W and
the corresponding eigenvectors are again the principal curvatures and
directions. The Weingarten Map, the Second Fundamental Form, and
the Weingarten Matrix can also be defined for local parameterizations
(in which case W is a 2× 2 matrix, [dC76]). It is a classical result from
differential geometry that the First and Second Fundamental Form to-
gether uniquely determine the geometry of a regular surface [dC76]).

There are numerous methods of how to discretize curvatures and the
Second Fundamental Form on triangle meshes. See [BPK+

08] for
an overview. Discrete curvatures are often derived by locally fitting
smooth elements to the discrete representations (e.g., [CP05, GI04]),
or using the Taylor approximation and other approximation strate-
gies (e.g., [CS92, Tau95a, HS02, MDSB02, CSM03, Rus04] and for
curves [LBS05]). The emerging field of discrete differential geome-
try [BS09] provides a sound mathematical framework to transfer prop-
erties and techniques known from classical differential geometry to
discrete surfaces.
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2.1.6 Fairness

In many applications of digital geometry processing the fairness, that
is, the aesthetic quality of curves and surfaces, is an important ob-
jective. High aesthetic quality of curves or surfaces often means low
variation of first or higher order derivatives. Fairness of derivatives
is sometimes qualitatively called smoothness of a curve or surface. A
low variation of derivatives is related to and motivated by physical
properties of real world materials like the bending behavior of thin
plates of metal or the area minimizing property of membrane surfaces
such as soap bubbles. There exists a great amount of literature on how
to ensure and optimize the aesthetic quality of curves and surfaces
(see [BPK+

08] for an overview).

A simple example is the differential variation of curves. k-th order
fairness of a curve parameterized by arc length can be defined as min-
imizing the functional

Ek
f air(c) =

∫
I
|c(k)(t)|2dt. (2.19)

Minimizing E1
f air produces curves with minimal length and corre-

sponds to the physical behavior of rubber bands. Minimizing E2
f air

tries to make the curve locally as straight as possible, given other pos-
sibly conflicting objectives, and corresponds to the bending behavior
of thin wooden rods. Minimizing E3

f air means low variation of curva-
ture, that is, the curve should maintain its curvature as well as possible
along I. And so on.

On polylines, the variational (energy minimization) problem of min-
imizing Ek

f air can be solved by discretizing the derivatives of c using
finite differences, transforming the problem to a (linear) least squares
problem (see Section 2.2). E2

f air for a polyline through the points {pi},
for example, can be discretized as

E2
f air({pi}) = ∑

i

(
pi−1− 2pi + pi+1

h2

)2

h, (2.20)
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where h is the average edge length

h =
|pi+1− pi|+ |pi − pi−1|

2
. (2.21)

In order for the minimization problem to be well defined, additional
objectives (or boundary conditions) are required.

On surfaces, this general concept of k-th order fairness applies as well
and is in practice often solved by transforming the variational prob-
lem to a partial differential equation involving the laplacian using the
Euler-Lagrange equation [Tau95b, DMSB99, BPK+

08].

The notion of fairness is also related to deformations: A deforma-
tion should often maintain or even improve the fairness of a curve or
surface, which may contradict other deformation objectives. In Chap-
ters 3 and 4 we will apply and discuss various fairness measures for
constraint based surface processing.
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2.2 Least Squares Optimization

This section describes techniques and provides practical insights to
solve the following optimization problem:

The Least Squares Problem. Given a vector of m functions f =
( f1, . . . , fm)> : IRn → IRm that depend on n variables x = (x1, . . . , xn)>

with m ≥ n. Find the vector x∗ that minimizes all the functions simul-
taneously in a least squares sense:

x∗ = arg min
x

F(x) (2.22)

F(x) =
1
2

m

∑
i=1

( fi(x))2 =
1
2
‖f(x)‖2 =

1
2

f(x)>f(x). (2.23)

The factor 1/2 does not influence the result but is introduced for nota-
tional convenience in the following discussion.

Motivation. Many optimization problems in digital geometry pro-
cessing are least squares problems as defined by Equations 2.22-2.23.
Fitting a set of points with a curve or a surface, for example, involves
minimizing the squared distances between the points and the curve
or surface. The square norm is used since it represents the most even
and natural combination of different objectives. The iso-regions of the
squared distance to a point in Euclidean space are spheres. The use
of the squared distances for the application of point fitting can also be
motivated by the assumption that the points represent discrete mea-
surements of the curve or surface that where subject to gaussian dis-
tributed measurement errors [Mar09]. Another reason for the squared
nature of the objective function F can be the approximation of physical
properties of real-world objects as for example the fairness functionals
discussed in Section 2.1.6. Qualitatively speaking, squaring the func-
tions fi penalizes larger errors significantly more than small ones, lead-
ing to an even distribution of the total error over all functions fi. The
functions fi can also be seen as a set of possibly conflicting constraints
fi = 0. The least squares problem defines a possible way to resolve
the issue that not all constraints can be met simultaneously. From this
viewpoint it is also clear why there have to be more constraints than
variables (m ≥ n) for the optimization problem to be well defined.
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Context. The least squares problem is a special instance of the
general optimization problem x∗ = arg minx F(x), since the objective
function F has the special structure of a sum of squares. This spe-
cial structure of F enables efficient solutions with superlinear conver-
gence without the need of computing second derivatives as required
by more general optimization methods. The fact that second deriva-
tives are not required can be very advantageous, especially if the
derivatives of the involved terms fi are very hard and costly to com-
pute. If the constraints fi have a simple form and the second deriva-
tives can be efficiently computed, however, more general optimization
schemes relying on second derivatives can produce better results (see
e.g., [DS87, GMW89, Fle00, Rus06, PFT04]). Since the least squares
problems introduced in this thesis involve very complex constraints fi,
this chapter focuses on algorithms exploiting the least squares struc-
ture and requiring first derivatives only. For further details on least
squares problems and algorithms we direct the interested reader to
the comprehensive literature on this topic, e.g., [Bjö96, MNT04].

Linear Least Squares

If all the functions fi in Equation 2.23 are linear, the problem is called
a linear least squares problem. In this case, the vector f has the form

f(x) = b−Ax, (2.24)

where A is a rectangular m× n matrix and b is a vector with m entries.
At the minimum x∗ the gradient of the objective Function ∇F(x) will
be the zero vector. The gradient of F can be computed as

∇F(x) = −A>(b−Ax). (2.25)

Therefore, the solution x∗ can be obtained by solving the linear system
of equations called the Normal Equations

(A>A)x∗ = A>b. (2.26)

One problem with the normal equations is that the square symmetric
matrix (A>A) is often ill-conditioned. This can be resolved by replac-
ing A with its QR-decomposition (or thin QR-decomposition, see [GL96])

A = QR, (2.27)
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where Q is an m × n matrix with orthonormal columns (that is,
Q>Q = I) and R is an upper triangular n × n matrix. Applying the
QR-decomposition to A the normal equation transforms to

R>Q>QRx∗ = R>Q>b (2.28)

⇔ R>Rx∗ = R>Q>b (2.29)

⇔ Rx∗ = Q>b. (2.30)

The linear Equation 2.30 can be efficiently solved by back substitution.
Solving the linear least squares problem via the QR-decomposition is
more accurate and stable than via the normal equations.

The least squares problems introduced in this thesis are all Non-Linear
Least Squares Problems. We will thus focus on this more general case
for the remainder of this Chapter. Interestingly, however, the solution
of non-linear least squares problems usually involves the repeated so-
lution of linear least squares problems, as we will see in the following.

2.2.1 The Gauss-Newton Algorithm

The Gauss-Newton Algorithm is an iterative algorithm to solve non-
linear least squares problems (Equations 2.22, 2.23) without the need of
second derivatives. The Gauss-Newton Algorithm forms the basis of
more specialized algorithms like the Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm
discussed in Section 2.2.2. The underlying concept, however, remains
the same for all Gauss-Newton type methods:

The Gauss-Newton Algorithm linearly approximates the functions
(constraints) fi(x) using the Taylor expansion at a current solution xi

as
f(xi + d) ' f(xi) + J(xi)d, (2.31)

where J(xi) is the Jacobian matrix of f(x) evaluated at xi. With this
approximation f(xi + d) is linear and F(xi + d) is quadratic in d. Thus
the least squares problem is locally approximated with a linear least
squares problem for small d around xi and we can find the solution
d∗ using the normal equations (see paragraph Linear Least Squares in
Section 2.2) (

J(xi)>J(xi)
)

d∗ = −J(xi)>f(xi). (2.32)
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The solution d∗ can then be added to the current solution to obtain an
improved estimation xi + d∗ of the minimum of F(x).

With J := J(xi), f := f(xi), the core step of the Gauss-Newton Algo-
rithm is thus

Solve
(
J>J
)

d∗ = −J>f

xi+1 = xi + αd∗
(2.33)

where α is called the Step Size and is a value in the interval (0, 1].

Discussion

• Initialization: The Gauss-Newton algorithm requires an ini-
tialization x0 of the optimization variables as input. Since the
objective function is non-linear and mostly has a complex shape
with many local minima, the performance of the Gauss-Newton
algorithm as well as the quality of the result critically depends
on this initial variable vector. Obviously, x0 should already be as
close as possible to the minimum of F(x). The specific choice of
x0, however, entirely depends on the application. We will discuss
initializations of the non-linear least squares problems presented
in this thesis in Chapters 3 and 4.

• Convergence, Step Size, and Line Search: d∗ is always a de-
scend direction at F(xi), that is, F(xi + αd∗) < F(xi) for a suf-
ficiently small α. Given that F has a well defined minimum
and that the Jacobian J(xi) has full rank in all steps, the algo-
rithm will thus converge if α is properly chosen in every iter-
ation. There are various, so-called Line Search, strategies to
choose α (see [MNT04]). In the implementation details below
(Section 2.2.3) we will describe a simple but efficient line search
strategy we use throughout this thesis.

• Speed of Convergence: There are two interesting interpreta-
tions of the Gauss-Newton step (Equation 2.33): The first inter-
pretation, already mentioned above, is that the non-linear least
squares problem is reduced to a linear least squares problem in
every iteration by linearly approximating f(x) at the current so-
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lution xi. From this analogy it is clear that if all the constraints
fi(x) are linear, the Gauss-Newton algorithm will converge to
the optimal solution in only one step, as the problem is in this
case a linear least squares problem. The second interpretation
is that the Gauss-Newton algorithm is nothing but the classical
Newton algorithm (see [PFT04, MNT04]) with an approximated
Hessian matrix of F instead of the exact Hessian HF. The clas-
sical Newton algorithm solves the general optimization problem
x∗ = arg minx F(x) by iteratively solving the linear system

HF(xi)d∗ = −∇F(xi) (2.34)

compared two the Gauss-Newton system(
J(xi)>J(xi)

)
d∗ = −J(xi)>f(xi). (2.35)

The right hand sides of Equations 2.34 and 2.35 are identical be-
cause J(xi)>f(xi) is exactly the gradient of F at xi. Therefore, the
Gauss-Newton step is the same as the Newton step except of us-
ing the matrix

(
J(xi)>J(xi)

)
instead of the Hessian of F. The ma-

trix
(
J(xi)>J(xi)

)
is the Hessian of the quadratic approximation

of F(xi + d) around xi using the linearized vector f (see Equa-
tion 2.31) and is therefore an approximation of the true Hessian
of F. Using the special structure of F (Equation 2.23) one can
show that the Hessian of F can indeed be computed as

HF(x) = J(x)>J(x) +
m

∑
i=1

fi(x)H fi(x), (2.36)

where H fi(x) are the Hessian matrices of the components fi(x).
Equation 2.36 offers very interesting insights to the Gauss-
Newton algorithm. The classical Newton algorithm is known
to have quadratic convergence speed in contrast to the linear
convergence of steepest descent methods. The Gauss-Newton
algorithm exploits the special structure of F to obtain an approx-
imation of the Hessian only requiring first order derivatives and
uses this approximate Hessian to perform the Newton iteration.
With this adapted Newton scheme the Gauss-Newton algorithm
can achieve superlinear or close to quadratic convergence with-
out the need of second derivatives. Interestingly, Equation 2.36
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also indicates that the quality of the Hessian approximation, and
therefore also the speed of convergence, depends on two factors:
the values and the second derivatives of the functions fi(x). The
closer the values of fi(x) are to zero, that is, the closer F is to
its best possible minimum of zero, the faster the algorithm will
converge, which is a surprising relation. The second relation is
more intuitive and also coincides with the first interpretation of
iteratively approximating the problem by a linear least squares
problem: the smaller the curvature of the functions fi(x), that
is, the more linear the functions, the faster the convergence. In
Chapter 3 we will see a specific example of how this insight can
be exploited to improve the efficiency of the optimization.

2.2.2 The Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm

The Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm is a damped version of the
Gauss-Newton algorithm. A damped version of the normal equations
is solved in each step which replaces the step size of the standard
Gauss-Newton method:

Solve
(
J>J + µI

)
d∗ = −J>f

xi+1 = xi + d∗
(2.37)

I is the identity matrix and µ ∈ IR+ is the damping factor. The
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is essentially a hybrid version be-
tween the gradient descend and the Gauss-Newton methods. If the
damping factor µ is large we get

d∗ ' −1
µ

J>f = −1
µ
∇F(x) (2.38)

and therefore a small step in the direction of steepest descent is per-
formed. If µ is small, the Levenberg-Marquardt step moves the current
solution in a similar direction as the Gauss-Newton step. The damp-
ing factor µ therefore not only controls the step size but also the step
direction and is automatically adjusted in every iteration to optimally
adapt to the stage of the optimization (see [MNT04, Nie99] on how to
initialize and adapt µ).
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Levenberg-Marquardt versus Gauss-Newton. Even though
Levenberg-Marquardt is an extension of the Gauss-Newton algo-
rithm it is not in all cases the superior algorithm. As detailed in
Section 2.2.3 the decision of which Gauss-Newton variant to chose
should always be based on a good understanding and careful eval-
uation of the optimization problem. In our experience, the standard
Gauss-Newton algorithm performs generally very well on a broad
variety of non-linear least squares optimization problems, whereas
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm can have better convergence for
specific problem instances but is also more difficult to control. The
main difficulty of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is that the step
control parameter µ controls both the step size and the step direction
at the same time. This can be very hindering, especially if the initial
value of the variable vector x0 is far apart from the desired minimum.
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm will then mostly follow the steep-
est descent which can lead to convergence problems well known for
gradient descent methods. One cause of such convergence problems
is when the functions fi describe very local objectives but the final
solution requires a drastic global change of the variables. A specific
example is the smoothing of a surface: assume we wish to drastically
smooth a surface discretized by a triangular mesh. We implement the
smoothing by simultaneously minimizing functions fi describing the
smoothness of local surface patches consisting of the i-th vertex on the
mesh and its one-ring neighborhood of adjacent vertices. The gradient
descent will only minimize the fi in a very local manner, smoothing
out the high frequencies of the surface very quickly, but requiring
a lot of time for the lower frequencies to smooth out. The problem
is even more dramatic if a small change at one point on the surface
should propagate larger changes to the whole surface. Such situa-
tions are often encountered in constraint based surface modeling (see
Chapter 3). Additionally, in our experience the Levenberg-Marquardt
scheme is more sensitive to changes in the problem configuration,
since small changes in the adaption of µ change the step direction and
size and can lead to rather different solutions. For these reasons and
experiences, we prefer to use the standard Gauss-Newton algorithm
for the optimization problems presented in this thesis.
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2.2.3 Implementation Insights

We conclude this Chapter with a collection of insights and thoughts
on solving non-linear least squares problems collected in several years
of implementation and application experience.

1. Which XYZ should I use?
Which solver should I use? Which step size control mechanism
should I use? When implementing a solution to an optimization
problem one faces many design decisions. The basis of these de-
cisions should always be the underlying application. This means:
understand your user well and understand your problem well.

In applied research, providing tools that will serve a user in in-
dustry is often the driving goal. It is therefore invaluable to ob-
tain as much understanding on the user requirements as possible.
Should the solution allow interactive control and adjustment by
the user? Or is accuracy and quality of the result more important
than computation time? What means and level of control are de-
sired by the user? The answer to these questions can validate or
invalidate design decisions down to the smallest implementation
details.

An understanding of the problem is crucial for the more technical
decisions. The discussion on Gauss-Newton versus Levenberg-
Marquardt in Section 2.2.2 is a good example of how insights on
the details of the problem domain can help to determine high
level design questions like which solver should be used. Non-
linear least squares problems in digital geometry processing of-
ten have a complex objective function with ten or hundred thou-
sands of unknowns and constraints and with a complicated en-
ergy landscape. It is important to obtain as much understanding
about the objective function, its shape and its variables, as pos-
sible through testing, visualizations, and breaking the objective
down to its components. A deep understanding of the problem
helps both making the right design decisions and evaluating the
implementation (see Item 2).
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2. Never Stop Testing!
Non-linear least squares problems are often so complex that they
are very hard to evaluate. The iterative solvers will often con-
verge and might give reasonable solutions, even if the imple-
mentation of derivatives or other computations is incorrect. In
our experience we have learned the following guidelines: Un-
derstand your problem (see Item 1). Be suspicious if the results
are not as expected. Try to understand rather than speculate
why the results are not as expected. Take the time it needs to
carefully investigate the details that might cause the problems, it
will eventually pay off. Never blame the numerics too quickly,
the problems are much more likely to originate from mistakes in
implementation or design. If the problems are numerical prob-
lems you should be able to understand and reproduce exactly
where the numerical errors originate. As mentioned above, non-
linear least squares problems are often very complex. The ab-
solutely best tool to understand and evaluate the implementa-
tion is therefore the TEST. Testing should be done frequently and
in small blocks. Test every component. Testing five things si-
multaneously is tedious and error-prone. If the implementation
is extended by adding new code, gradually compare the results
with the old implementation whenever possible, since the older
implementation is often the only reference implementation you
have. Test your mathematical computations by comparing the
results with results from established mathematics software. The
computation of derivatives should always be tested by compar-
ing them to numerical derivatives obtained for example by finite
differences. To our experience it is extremely helpful to have a
general automated system to test derivatives that can be reused
by further non-linear least squares implementations. Testing will
not only help you find and prevent errors but also provide you
with a deeper understanding of the problem domain.

3. Sparse Problems
If all the functions fi in Equation 2.23 only depend on a small sub-
set of the variables xj, the least squares problem is called sparse.
For the Gauss-Newton algorithm this implies that the linear sys-
tem to be solved in every iteration is sparse, because the i-th row
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of the Jacobian matrix J only has a non-zero entry in the j-th
column, if the function fi depends on variable xj. The sparsity
structure of the normal equation matrix J>J is a bit more com-
plicated: the entry (i, j) is non-zero, if there exists at least one
function fk that depends on both variables xi and xj. In practice
J>J is usually denser than J but still sparse if J is sparse. In Chap-
ter 3 we present a detailed analysis of the sparsity structure of J
and J>J for a specific least squares problem instance.

The sparsity can be exploited by using a sparse linear sys-
tem solver, which brings the cubic (O(n3)) computation times
of dense linear system solvers down to linear time in prac-
tice. "In practice" because the effective computing time depends
on the quality of the ordering of the matrix rows, the spar-
sity structure, and the matrix itself. Those are impossible to
predict. In practice, however, the solvers based on the sparse
Cholesky factorization achieve computation times linear in the
number of non-zero entries of the matrix describing the linear
system [GL81, BPK+

08]. All least squares problems presented
in this thesis are sparse problems and we use the solvers PAR-
DISO [SG04] and CHOLMOD [CDHR09] which achieve similar
performance for our problems.

4. QR-Decomposition
We have stated at the beginning of Section 2.2 that the QR-
decomposition provides more accurate solutions to the linear
least squares problem than the normal equations. Since the
Gauss-Newton algorithm solves a linear least squares problem
in every iteration, we could make use of this fact by solving the
linear system using the QR-Decomposition instead of the nor-
mal equations in each iteration. The QR-decomposition has com-
plexity O(mn2) and is usually slightly slower than solving the
normal equations. The difference becomes more significant if
the Jacobian matrix is very large and sparse, since sparse QR-
decompositions (even though very efficient implementations ex-
ist, e.g., SuiteSparseQR [Dav]) tend to be slower than the sparse
linear system solvers discussed in Item 3. In practice, the QR-
Decomposition is the preferred method for dense or small prob-
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lems, since it provides higher accuracy, and the normal equa-
tions are preferred for large sparse problems and if fast compu-
tation times are required. The least squares problems presented
in Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis are large and sparse and for
all instances we tested the linear systems were well conditioned.
Thus the Gauss-Newton method using the normal equations as
described in Section 2.2.1 is applied for all problems in this thesis.

5. Line Search
The Gauss-Newton algorithm outlined in Section 2.2.1 requires
an adaptive scheme to choose and control the step size α (Equa-
tion 2.33) in every iteration. We have found the following simple
but efficient scheme to be sufficient for the problems investigated
in this thesis. To choose α, in every iteration solve the normal
equations to obtain d∗ and then perform a), b), and c) in this
order:

a) α = 1

b) while (F(xi + αd∗) > F(xi)) do α = α/2

c) while (F(xi + αd∗) > F(xi + (α/2)d∗)) do α = α/2

This scheme is called a line search strategy, since it evaluates F
along the line described by point xi and direction d∗. Step b) en-
sures convergence by only accepting an α that improves the cur-
rent solution. Step c) is based on the observation that the func-
tion Fxi,d∗(α) = F(xi + αd∗) locally often has a quadratic form.
It can therefore pay off to further decrease α until we reach a
minimum of F along the search line. If α gets too small during
the line search process, the variable vector x will only change in-
significantly and the Gauss-Newton algorithm has converged to
a minimum (see Item 8).

6. Computing f and J
In many least squares problems, there are different logic blocks
of similar objectives fi that belong together. For example, there
might be a set of fi dedicated to guarantee the smoothness of a
surface, while another set of fi pulls the surface towards a set of
points that should be fitted. It has proven to be very convenient
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to implement the Gauss-Newton solver in such a way, that blocks
of objectives can easily be added or removed from the problem
in a plugin-like system. For example, the fitting of points can
then easily be tested with different ways to ensure smoothness
by simply exchanging the blocks of smoothness objectives. Such
a block of objectives is responsible for filling one block of entries
in the vector f(x) and the corresponding derivatives as a block of
rows in the Jacobian J(x).

Often the computation of the derivatives requires values also
needed in the computation of the objectives. It therefore makes
sense to compute fi and the corresponding Jacobian row of
derivatives in the same routine. Depending on the line search
strategy and the speed of convergence, particularly on how of-
ten the function value F has to be queried during line search, the
computation of the objective vector f is typically needed much
more often than the the computation of the Jacobian J. It there-
fore usually makes sense to skip the derivative computation and
only compute f during line search.

7. Computing Sparse J>J
Building the normal equation matrix J>J is computationally ex-
pensive. If J is a dense m× n matrix, computing J>J in a straight
forward way has complexity O(mn2). If J is sparse, the complex-
ity not only depends on the dimensions m × n but also on the
number of non-zero entires. In the following, we denote by Ai,j

the entry in the i-th row and j-th column of matrix A and by Ai,∗
and A∗,j the i-th row and j-th colum vector of A. For a multipli-
cation of an l ×m matrix A and an m× n matrix B it holds

(AB)i,j = Ai,∗B∗,j =
m

∑
k=1

Ai,kBk,j (2.39)

An important observation for the multiplication of sparse ma-
trices is that the product can thus be written as a sum of outer
products:

AB =
m

∑
k=1

A∗,kBk,∗ (2.40)

This enables the following sparse matrix multiplication scheme:
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Basic Scheme
for k = 1 to m
for all i with Ai,k 6= 0
for all j with Bk,j 6= 0

ABi,j = ABi,j + Ai,kBk,j

The crucial advantage of this scheme is that the multiplications
are only performed with the non-zero entry pairs of A∗,k and
Bk,∗. As a consequence, the number of multiplications and write
accesses to AB do only roughly linearly depend on the number
of non-zeros in the matrices (see below for a detailed analysis).

For the multiplication J>J this means

J>J =
m

∑
k=1

(Jk,∗)
> Jk,∗ (2.41)

that is, the sum goes over all rows Jk,∗ of the Jacobian.

Let us consider two specific implementations of J>J following the
general scheme described above. One way to represent sparse
matrices is as a list of column vectors, where each entry in the
vector stores the row index and the value of a non-zero entry.
This representation can efficiently provide all non-zero entries
of a column of a sparce matrix. Efficient filling of the matrix,
however, requires the fill order to have monotonously increasing
row indices. This does not hold for the general scheme described
above. Therefore the scheme has to be adapted such that the
entries ABi,j are filled with increasing i. An efficient way to do
this is to explicitly store both matrices J as well as J> in the sparse
format. Let us assume J is a m × n matrix. The multiplication
algorithm is then

Algorithm 1

for i = 1 to n
for all k with Jk,i 6= 0
for all j with

(
J>
)

j,k 6= 0(
J>J
)

i,j =
(
J>J
)

i,j +
(
J>
)

j,k Jk,i
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The symmetry of the matrix J>J leads to the advantage that Al-
gorithm 1 can be applied to sparse matrices stored as lists of
columns or as lists of rows. The symmetry of J>J can further
be exploited so that only half of the entries actually have to be
computed. Algorithm 1 requires

n

∑
i=1

∑
{k: Jk,i 6=0}

nz
((

J>
)
∗,k

)
(2.42)

computations, where the function nz measures the number of
non-zeros in a vector. In practice, the non-zero entries are usually
evenly distributed over the number of rows and columns. As-
sume the non-zero values are perfectly distributed, that is, there
are NZ/m non-zero values in each row and NZ/n non-zero val-
ues in each column, where NZ is the total number of non-zero
values in J. In this case the number of computations required to
compute J>J by Algorithm 1 is

n

∑
i=1

NZ
m

NZ
n

=
NZ2

m
(2.43)

which is essentially linear in NZ if the number of non-zero entries
per row is a small constant.

The major drawback of Algorithm 1 is that it requires explicitly
storing the transpose of the Jacobian J>. An alternative that does
not require this is:

Algorithm 2

for k = 1 to m
for all i with Jk,i 6= 0
for all j with Jk,j 6= 0(

J>J
)

i,j =
(
J>J
)

i,j + Jk,iJk,j

This algorithm simply computes the sum all possible pairs of
non-zero entries for every row vector Jk,. and adds the result to
J>J. There are two issues that have to be addressed with this
algorithm: First, the two inner for loops require efficient access
to the non-zero entries of the Jacobian rows. Second, the order in
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which the entries of J>J are accessed is arbitrary. The first issue
could be resolved by storing the Jacobian by a list of rows in stead
of columns. The second issue can only be handled efficiently if
the sparse matrix J>J is stored using a hash table that guarantees
random access with amortized constant cost. For large matrices,
however, hash maps might be too memory consuming.

The option that has proven to be very efficient in practice is to
neither store J nor J> explicitly. Instead, only the current row of
the Jacobian is stored. This is possible for most problems, since
the derivatives for each function fi can usually be computed one
at a time, that is, the Jacobian can be computed row by row.
Once a row of the Jacobian is computed, all possible non-zero
entry pairs are multiplied and the result is added to the matrix
J>J as described by Algorithm 2. Since neither the Jacobian nor its
transpose have to be stored, this solution saves a lot of memory.
For maximum memory efficiency we still store the matrix J>J as
a simple list of column vectors.

The critical operation is the write access to J>J. Inserting a new
non-zero entry into a column vector costs time linear in the num-
ber of non-zero entries of the column. This does usually not
pose a problem in practice, especially if the number of non-zero
entries per column is a small constant. In most problems, the
sparsity structure of J>J, that is, where the non-zero entries are in
the matrix, does not change after the first iteration of the Gauss-
Newton algorithm. The access time to J>J can thus be further
reduced by keeping the sparsity structure fixed after the first it-
eration and performing a binary search on the column vector to
find the entry (i, j) leading to a logarithmic complexity.

Since the number of non-zero entries per column is usually small
and constant, this algorithm is almost as efficient as Algorithm 1

but needs much less memory. If we again assume the number of
non-zero entries per row and column of the Jacobian to be equal
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for all rows and columns, Algorithm 2 with the sparse matrix
representations discussed above requires

m

∑
i=1

(
NZ
m

)2

log
(

NZ
n

)
=

NZ2

m
log
(

NZ
n

)
(2.44)

computations, which is again essentially linear in NZ, the num-
ber of non-zero entries of J, if the number of non-zero entries per
row and column is constant.

Another advantage of Algorithm 2 and the separate computation
of the Jacobian rows is that it nicely supports parallelism: Each
objective function fi and its derivatives can be computed and
added to J>J in parallel, independently of the other objectives
and derivatives.

8. Stopping Criteria
The Gauss-Newton algorithm outlined in Section 2.2.1 is an it-
erative scheme to gradually improve the solution x. It is un-
likely that the algorithm exactly reaches a minimum of F. There-
fore the algorithm should be stopped, if either the objective
F(x) at the current solution, or the solution vector x itself only
change insignificantly within one iteration. There are various
possible stopping criteria for Gauss-Newton type algorithms
(see [MNT04]). In our experience, the following stopping cri-
teria have proven to be a good choice: The algorithm has reached
convergence, if one of the following criteria are met

‖J(xi)>f(xi)‖∞ ≤ ε∇ (1 + F(xi)) (2.45)
|αd∗| ≤ εx (|xi|+ εx) (2.46)

|F(xi+i)− F(xi)| ≤ εFF(xi) (2.47)

where ε∇, εx, and εF are small tolerance thresholds. Criterion 2.45

is tested at the beginning of each iteration before solving the nor-
mal equations. If the maximum absolute value of the gradient
∇F = J>f is too small, the objective function is too shallow and
the algorithm stops. Criterion 2.46 is tested during line search.
If the step size α and thus the induced variable change gets too
small, but condition b) in the line search scheme (see Item 5) is
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still not met, the algorithm stops. Criterion 2.47 is tested after the
line search has evaluated a new variable vector xi+1. If no signifi-
cant improvement on the objective function F could be achieved,
the algorithm stops.
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Constraint-Based Modeling
Positional, Metric, and Curvature Control for
Constraint-Based Surface Deformation

3.1 Introduction

Effective algorithms for surface deformation are of central importance
in digital geometry processing. One of the most popular interaction
metaphors allows the user to select subsets of the model as a control
handle and specify an affine transformation for each handle region.
The deformed surface is then computed such that the resulting posi-
tional constraints are satisfied, while preserving important properties
of the original shape.

While intuitive and easy-to-learn, certain tasks remain difficult to
achieve with handle-based interaction. For example, preserving or
explicitly modifying first or second order properties of the surface,
such as lengths, areas, or curvature, is cumbersome when deforming
a shape by specifying positional constraints only.
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Length ConstraintArea Constraint Curvature Constraint

Figure 3.1 Basic constraint-based surface edits supported by our system.

To address this problem, we introduce a new framework for surface
processing using advanced surface constraints beyond the direct pre-
scription of positions. Our method allows the user to directly constrain
positions, lengths, areas, and curvatures (Figure 3.1). Target values for
these quantities can be specified anywhere on the model, both point-
wise or integrated over embedded curves and surface patches. Our
system solves for a deformation of the surface that best satisfies the
user constraints, while preserving the original shape of the model as
well as possible. We argue that the concept of shape preservation comes
in different flavors that strongly depend on the user’s editing intent.
To provide the necessary design flexibility, we enable explicit control
over the shearing (conformal distortion), stretching (area distortion)
and bending (curvature distortion) induced by the deformation map-
ping. We define the corresponding non-linear energies for each of
these properties, and show how a consistent discretization can be ob-
tained for surfaces represented by triangle meshes.
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3.1.1 Related Work

There exists a vast amount of literature on techniques to edit and
manipulate geometry and we refer to recent surveys such as [AS06],
[BPK+

08], or [BS08] for an overview. Positional constraints are used
successfully for shape manipulation with curves [WW92, SF98], mul-
tiresolution editing [ZSS97, KCVS98, BK04], and surface deforma-
tion based on differential coordinates [SCOL+

04, LSCO+
04, YZX+

04,
LSLCO05]. The latter achieve intuitive shape deformations by manip-
ulating derived properties such as mesh gradients or Laplacian coor-
dinates and reconstructing the deformed surface by solving a linear
system. Sketch-based tools have become popular due to an intuitive
shape design process centered around a sketching metaphor [IMT99].
The work by Nealen et al. [NISA07] allows the user to freely draw
and modify control curves on the model and reconstructs the surface
defined by these curve constraints using an optimization approach.

Various papers extended the idea of positional constraints to also sup-
port a more direct specification of derived properties. For example,
constraint based design tools (e.g. [MS92]) have successfully used dif-
ferential normal or curvature constraints at fixed points in space to cre-
ate a set of interpolating parameterized surface patches from scratch.
Miura and colleagues [MCW01] allow the user to scale derivatives (i.e.
local lengths) of analytic curves and surfaces. Tosun and co-workers
propose a system for shape optimization using reflection lines that
allows modifying surfaces by specifying a target reflection function
gradient [TGRZ07]. This approach has been extended in [GZ08] to
support stroke-based editing of the shaded image to drive the defor-
mation of the surface.

Our work is also related to optimization methods in surface parameter-
ization [HLS07]. Ben-Chen and colleagues [BCGB08] and Springborn
et al. [SSP08] have proposed algorithms for computing a conformal
mapping based on metric scaling and curvature prescription. While
conceptually similar in the sense that these methods ’deform’ the sur-
face into a plane while preserving conformality, the specific context of
surface parameterization warrants a fundamentally different approach
than our more general shape deformation setting.
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Our general constraint-based surface processing framework enables
the manipulation of whole distributions of surface properties (e.g.
principal curvatures - see Section 3.6) leading to operations in the
broader context of surface optimization. Previous work in this context
are most commonly based on energy minimizing flows, where a given
surface is progressively evolved to decrease an energy functional that
quantifies the desired surface properties. Taubin [Tau95b] proposed
an iterative Laplacian scheme to implement surface diffusion for low-
pass filtering of discrete surfaces. Desbrun and colleagues [DMSB99]
perform mean curvature flow to remove geometric noise on a surface
and propose an implicit scheme to stabilize the computation. Ohtake
and co-workers [OBS02] apply diffusion to the mesh normals and re-
construct the smoothed surface using a fitting approach. Bobenko and
Schröder [BS05] introduced a version of discrete Willmore flow that
preserves important symmetries of the continuous setting. A variety of
different energy functionals, including Willmore and minimum varia-
tion of curvature energies, are studied by Pushkar and Sequin [PS07] in
the context of fair surface design. Similarly, Pinkall and Polthier [PP93]
construct discrete minimal surfaces based on an area minimizing flow.

Various researchers have extended this class of shape optimization
methods by adding more direct control of the flow evolution. Hilde-
brandt and Polthier [HP04] present a method for feature-preserving
noise removal on surface meshes based on an anisotropic mean curva-
ture flow. Their method allows mean curvatures to be prescribed as
targets for the flow evolution. Eckstein and co-workers [EPT+

07] gen-
eralize geometric surface flows by tailoring the inner product of the
underlying vector field to the requirements of specific applications.
This extension provides a design tool for controlling the flow, which
has been successfully applied for surface fairing and deformable shape
matching.
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3.2 Problem Formulation

We wish to broaden the toolset for surface deformation by enabling the
user to specify advanced constraints on the surface beyond the direct
prescription of positions. This involves three main challenges:

1. Modeling Constraints: What constraints provide effective, intu-
itive, and flexible tools for surface deformation?

2. Deformation Control: The constraints will not uniquely deter-
mine the deformation. There will be additional degrees of free-
dom. We wish to exploit this fact to give the user explicit control
on the deformation outcome.

3. Optimization Framework: a practical framework for constraint-
based surface deformation mandates an efficient implementation
that is able to simultaneously optimize for various, possibly con-
flicting, constraints requested by the user.

We address challenge 3 by formulating constraint-based surface de-
formation as a nonlinear least squares optimization problem: the user
input is converted into nonlinear least squares energies that are to be
minimized. This section proposes a set of modeling constraints (chal-
lenge 1) and adaptable measures that provide control on the defor-
mation outcome (challenge 2). For all these constraints and measures
we first derive the corresponding optimization energies for continu-
ous surfaces in general. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 discuss the discretization
of the proposed energies and how to simultaneously minimize these
energies to obtain the deformation result.

Notation. In the following, a prime denotes quantities of the un-
known deformed surface S ′ we wish to find, a hat denotes target val-
ues, and plain symbols denote quantities of the original input sur-
face S .
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3.2.1 Modeling Constraints

We propose three basic types of advanced shape editing constraints,
directly derived from the three most natural measures on a surface:
length, area, and curvature. The user can draw curves and surface
patches onto the surface and modify their global length and area, re-
spectively, or change the normal curvature of the surface along the
selected curves (see Figure 3.1). In addition, similar to existing handle-
based deformation tools, our system offers position constraints that
are computed from the displacement of a control handle.

The corresponding nonlinear least squares energies for these modeling
constraints are all of the same simple form:

Econstraint =
(

value′ − v̂alue
)2

, (3.1)

where value either corresponds to the length of a curve, the area of a
surface patch, the normal curvature at a point along a curve, or the
position in space of a specific surface point. Minimizing the energy
Econstraint means trying to match the user-specified target v̂alue with
the value′ of the deformed surface as well as possible within the limits
of all the other, possibly conflicting, constraints.

3.2.2 Deformation Control

Imagine a simple constraint-based shape edit: decreasing the length of
a curve around a sphere. Figure 3.2 indicates that there are (infinitely)
many solutions achieving exactly the same target curve length. Which
one should be chosen? Given no additional information, the best one
can do is to preserve the properties from the original surface as well
as possible. A standard approach in surface modeling is to preserve
distances on the surface. Various surface modeling methods apply
such a deformation strategy, often referred to as "as-rigid-as-possible
deformation" (see [AS06, BPK+

08, BS08] for an overview of existing
approaches). Although this deformation metaphor usually leads to
intuitive deformations, mainly because it mimics the physically correct
behavior of thin shells, we argue that it is not in all cases what the user
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Original Length Constraint

Figure 3.2 Reducing the curve length of the model on the left has infinitely
many solutions.

wants. It restricts the search space spanned by the underdetermined
problem of constraint-based surface deformation to a single solution.
For example: of all the solutions to decreasing the length of a curve
around a sphere as shown in Figure 3.2 only one would automatically
be chosen by the system.

We improve the modeling flexibility by providing the user explicit con-
trol on which properties of the original surface should be preserved to
what extent. It is a classical result from differential geometry that a sur-
face is defined by its metric and curvature properties (see Section 2.1).
From parameterization theory we know that metric distortion can be
divided into areal and angular (conformal) distortion [Hor01]. In our
framework we therefore implement deformation control with metric
and curvature energies that can be weighted to specify the relative
importance of area, angle, and curvature preservation.

Metric Energies. Let Jp be the Jacobian of the deformation function
S → S ′ restricted to the tangent space at a point p on the original
surface S . The metric distortion can be measured through the local
anisotropic scaling that is encoded in the singular values σ1, σ2 of Jp

(see Section 2.1). The product σ1σ2 quantifies the change in area and
the ratio σ1/σ2 measures the angular (conformal) distortion. We use
the symmetric energies

Earealp = σ1σ2 +
1

σ1σ2
(3.2)

Econ fp =
σ1

σ2
+

σ2

σ1
(3.3)
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to measure the areal and conformal distortion, respectively. Integrat-
ing these local measures over the whole surface leads to the total metric
energies:

EarealS =
1

AS

∫
S

Earealp dA (3.4)

Econ fS =
1

AS

∫
S

Econ fp dA (3.5)

Dividing by the total surface area AS ensures independence of the re-
sult from global scaling. As we will illustrate below, a weighted sum of
these two energies provides flexible control on the deformation seman-
tics. If both Eareal and Econ f are weighted equally, their sum corresponds
to an isometric distortion measure.

Curvature Energy. We denote with κ1 the signed maximum and
with κ2 the signed minimum curvature at a point p ∈ S (see Sec-
tion 2.1.5)). Quantities of the unknown surface S ′ are defined analo-
gously and denoted by a prime. We define an energy that quantifies
curvature preservation by measuring the deviation of principal cur-
vatures κ′1, κ′2 of the deformed surface S ′ from the curvatures on the
original surface as

EpcS =
∫
S
(κ′1− κ1)2 + (κ′2− κ2)2 dA. (3.6)

Combined Surface Energy. The total surface energy is computed
as a weighted combination of the metric and curvature energies

Esur fS = karealEarealS + kcon f Econ fS + kpcEpcS (3.7)

with scalar weights kareal, kcon f , and kpc. The effect of different choices
for these weights is illustrated in Figure 3.3. A dominant conformal
weight leads to a uniform scaling of the sphere. A dominant areal
term yields a constricting deformation with fairly strong distortion of
angles and curvature, while a dominant curvature term leads to the
curve ’sliding’ along the sphere. By varying the three weights the user
is able to achieve any of the possible deformations shown in Figure 3.2
and all the stages in between. This simple example illustrates how our
approach supports different notions of shape preservation. The user can
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Original Conformal
(100, 0*, 0*)

Equiareal
(1, 100, .001)

Curvature preserving
(1, 0*, 100)

Figure 3.3 Effect of different weights for the local surface energies. As
a modeling constraint, the target length of the red curve is set to one third
of its original value. The numbers in brackets denote the weighting terms
(kcon f , kareal, kpc), where 0∗ denotes a very small contribution (we use 0∗ =
10−5) of the corresponding energy added for regularization.

adapt the behavior of the optimization to preserve properties of the
original shape that are important in the specific application context,
enabling flexible surface processing and shape design.

Surface Energies as Modeling Constraints. Besides shape preser-
vation, these surface energies also provide direct control for shape de-
formation. For example, we can locally scale the metric to grow or
shrink the shape, or control surface bending by prescribing principal
curvatures. The latter can lead to particularly interesting surface pro-
cessing operations when applying filters to modify the whole distri-
bution of principal curvatures on the surface. This special application
leads to the concept of Curvature-Domain Shape Processing and is
presented in Section 3.6.

3.3 Discretization

To enable an efficient implementation, we derive the discrete ener-
gies from their continuous counterparts presented in Section 3.2. The
surface S is discretized with a triangle mesh M = (V , E ,F ), where
V = {vi} denotes the set of vertices, E = {eij} the edge set, and
F = { fijk} the face set with 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ |V|. The position of ver-
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Avuvu A fijk

vi

vk

vj
αi

qi

lqi

Figure 3.4 Vertex and face areas, inner triangle angle (left). Length and
center point of a discrete path segment (right).

tex vi is given by vi ∈ IR3. As before, a prime denotes quantities of the
deformed mesh, a hat specifies target values, all other values are com-
puted on the input surface. While our method uses triangle meshes
as a discrete representation of smooth surfaces, the basic concepts are
independent of this choice of discretization.

3.3.1 Surface Energies

Metric Energies. In the discrete setting both energies Earealp (3.2)
and Econ fp (3.3) are constant for all points on each triangle f and can
be written as [Hor01]

Eareal f =
A f

A f ′
+

A f ′

A f
(3.8)

Econ f f =
cot(αi)‖e′jk‖2 + cot(αj)‖e′ik‖2 + cot(αk)‖e′ij‖2

2A f ′
, (3.9)

where A f denotes the area of triangle f = fijk, αi, αj, and αk are the
inner angles of f at the corresponding vertices, and eij = vj − vi is the
edge vector between the corresponding vertices (Figure 3.4). Summing
the per-triangle energies over the entire meshM with surface area AM
leads to the total areal energy

EarealM =
1

AM
∑
f∈F

A f Eareal f , (3.10)
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3.3 Discretization

and, analogously, the total conformal energy Econ fM . Energies simi-
lar to Eareal have been used for surface parameterization and physi-
cally based shell models [DMK03, GHDS03]. The conformal energy
Econ f corresponds to the MIPS energy introduced by Hormann in the
context of mesh parameterization [Hor01, HG00]. To the best of our
knowledge, this energy has never been used for surface deformation,
partly because the corresponding optimization is rather involved. We
resolve this issue by introducing a novel formulation of the energy in
Section 3.4.

An alternative, slightly more efficient formulation of a conformal en-
ergy is based on inner triangle angles αi (Figure 3.4):

Econ f f = (αi − α′i)
2 + (αj − α′j)

2 + (αk − α′k)
2. (3.11)

A distinct advantage of Econ f as defined in Equation 3.9 is il-
lustrated in the figure below. Compared to the conformal en-
ergy of Equation 3.11 the one of Equation 3.9 is not sensi-
tive to the specific discretization of the mesh. When stretch-
ing the non-uniformly tessellated patch along the horizontal axis,
the local distortion is independent of the triangulation, which
makes the method robust under re-sampling of the surface.

Conformal energy of Eq. 3.11 Conformal energy of Eq. 3.9Original

Curvature Energy. We discretize the integral of Equation 3.6 as a
sum of discrete curvatures:

EpcM = ∑
vi∈V

Avi

[
(κ′1,i − κ1,i)2 + (κ′2,i − κ2,i)2] , (3.12)

where κ1,i and κ2,i denote the signed maximal and minimal principal
curvatures at vertex vi.
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3 Constraint-Based Modeling

A variety of techniques have been proposed to estimate curvatures
on piece-wise linear surfaces (cf., [MDSB02, CSM03, CP05, GGRZ06,
KSNS07]). In our implementation, we use the curvature tensor pro-
posed by Cohen-Steiner and Morvan [CSM03] as it provides a robust
and theoretically well-founded estimation of the principal curvatures
at multiple scales, which we exploit in our framework for Curvature-
Domain Shape Processing (Section 3.6) to implement multi-scale pro-
cessing operations. However, our method is not dependent on this
specific curvature discretization and other techniques could be used
instead.

We adopt the notation used by Alliez and colleagues [ACSD+
03] and

summarize the curvature computation here. The curvature tensor
K(v) for vertex v is found by averaging an edge-based tensor for all
edges e that fall within a region B surrounding the vertex. The curva-
ture tensor is represented by the 3× 3 matrix

K(v) =
1
|B| ∑

e∈B
β(e) |e ∩ B| ē ē>, (3.13)

where |B| is the surface area of the region B, β(e) represents the signed
angle between the normals of the triangles incident to edge e and is
positive for a convex crease and negative for a concave one, |e ∩ B| is
the length of the portion of the edge within the region B, and ē is a
unit-length vector aligned with edge vector e. The principal curvatures
are found by computing the eigenvalues of the curvature tensor K(v).
The eigenvalue closest to zero is discarded, and the remaining two
form the signed maximum and minimum curvatures: the larger signed
eigenvalue is κ1 and the smaller κ2. The size of B determines the scale
of the curvature estimation. As the smallest scale we use the barycen-
tric area Avi of a vertex vi [MDSB02] (Figure 3.4). We use barycentric
areas rather than generalized Voronoi regions to simplify derivative
computations. For larger scales, we compute the union of the barycen-
tric areas of all vertices within a certain distance to vi. For all modeling
operations where the curvature energy represents a shape preservation
energy (i.e. all operations except Curvature-Domain Shape Processing
discussed in Section 3.6) we use the smallest scale for B.
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3.3 Discretization

Combined Surface Energy. As in the continuous case, the total
surface energy on a mesh is computed as a weighted combination of
the metric and curvature energies

Esur fM = karealEarealM + kcon f Econ fM + kpcEpcM (3.14)

with scalar weights kareal, kcon f , and kpc. The effect of different choices
for these weights is discussed in Section 3.2.2.

3.3.2 Modeling Constraints

The surface energies defined above aim at preserving important prop-
erties of the input surface, i.e., control how the shape resists to change
dictated by the user’s modeling constraints. However, as indicated in
Section 3.2.2, the energies can also be used to drive the deformation
by replacing the values of the original shape by arbitrary target values.
One of the unique features of our method is the ability to explicitly
control the surface metric, i.e., set constraints for lengths and areas
on the surface. This can be done locally by specifying target values
for each triangle in Equations 3.8 and 3.9, or as global least-squares
constraints over curves and surface patches, as described below. All
energies below follow the general form stated in Section 3.2.1 (as al-
ways, user-specified target values are indicated by a hat symbol).

Area Constraints. A global area constraint for a patch P ⊂ S ,
represented by a set of faces FP ⊆ F , is defined as

EareaP =
1

A2
P

(
AP ′ − ÂP

)2
, (3.15)

i.e., the total area AP ′ of the patch P on the deformed surface should
be equal to the specified target value ÂP provided by the user. In
contrast to local area constraints, scaling the global area offers more
degrees of freedom to satisfy conflicting user constraints, as illustrated
in Figure 3.5.

Length Constraints. Another integrated measure is the length of
a curve (Figure 3.3), discretized as a piecewise linear path D ⊂ M
(Figure 3.4). The corresponding energy is defined as
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3 Constraint-Based Modeling

Local area constraint Global area constraintOriginal

Figure 3.5 Comparison of local vs. global area constraints. The area of
the blue patch is scaled by a factor of 2.5 while constraining the length of
the red curve to remain constant. Specifying the area change locally for each
triangle does not offer enough degrees of freedom to satisfy both constraints.
The global area constraint for the entire patch offers more flexibility to satisfy
the constraints.

Original Doubled InvertedSet to zero

Figure 3.6 Deformation of a sphere by prescribing normal curvature of the
surface along the marked curve.

ElengthD =
1
l2
D

(
lD′ − l̂D

)2
, (3.16)

where lD denotes the total length of the polyline.

Normal Curvature Constraints. Using the curvature energy of
Equation 3.12, the user can directly modify principal curvatures (see
Section 3.6). Access to principal curvatures, however, does not provide
directional control of surface bending. We therefore additionally allow
prescribing the normal curvature of the surface (see Section 2.1) along
arbitrary tangent directions. In order to do so, the user can freely draw
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qi

ni

ni,1

ni,2

n∗i,1

n∗i,2 lqi

βi

1
κD,i

Figure 3.7 Left: Discrete path segment with center point qi, interpolated
mesh normals n and projections n∗ onto the osculating plane. Grey elements
do not lie in the plane. Right: Approximation of the normal curvature.

curves on the surface and specify the desired target values for normal
curvature (Figure 3.6).

We measure signed normal curvature as the change of surface normal
along the curve. Continuous surface normal vectors are defined using
barycentric interpolation of vertex normals. At a given point qi on the
curve we compute the osculating plane spanned by the surface normal
vector ni at qi and the curve’s tangent vector. For a discrete approx-
imation of normal curvature κD we consider a small curve segment i
of length lqi around qi (Figure 3.4) and project the interpolated nor-
mal vectors at the ends of the curve segment onto the osculating plane
(Figure 3.7), leading to

κD,i =
2 sin(βi/2)

lqi

, (3.17)

where βi is the angle between the projected surface normals n∗i,1, n∗i,2.
The normal curvature energy is then defined as

EncD =
√

AM ∑
i

lqi (κD′,i − κ̂D,i)
2 , (3.18)

Position Constraints. Our system also offers position constraints
based on the standard handle paradigm. Since the vertex positions are
the unknowns of the optimization, fixing vertices to a specified posi-
tion in space is trivial. The affected vertices are displaced to the target
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3 Constraint-Based Modeling

Original Deformed

Figure 3.8 Our system incorporates the handle-based deformation
metaphor using position constraints (marked in blue). Local detail is accu-
rately preserved due to the non-linear surface energies.

location and the corresponding variables are removed from the opti-
mization. To provide more flexibility when accommodating conflicting
constraints we also include soft constraints, formulated using the least
squares energy

EposM =
1

A2
M

∑
vi∈V

Avi ‖v
′
i − v̂i‖2 , (3.19)

where Avi is the barycentric area around vertex vi (Figure 3.4). Since all
of the above energies except Epos are invariant to rigid transformations,
for all the examples shown we either fixed a number of vertices to their
original position or added soft position constraints to all vertices using
a small weight kpos = 0.001. Figure 3.8 shows a test case for position
constraints that illustrates how our non-linear surface energies lead
to intuitive detail preservation, i.e., accurate rotation of surface detail
even for purely translation-based handle displacements (cf. Figure 2

of [BPGK06]).

3.3.3 Discussion

An important feature of our approach is the systematic definition of
all shape preservation and constraint energies based on the following
three requirements: (i) Convergence: the discrete energies should con-
verge to the continuous ones for a suitable refinement of the mesh,
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3.4 Optimization

(ii) Local symmetry: energies should be locally invariant when inter-
changing deformed and original surface, (iii) Scale invariance: ener-
gies should be invariant under global re-scaling. The last property
is achieved using global normalization terms, while local symmetry
follows immediately from the definition of the energy terms. Cohen-
Steiner and Morvan have proved convergence for their estimation of
principal curvatures [CSM03] that we apply to evaluate Equation 3.12.
The area of a set of triangles naturally converges to the area of the
corresponding patch if a smooth parameterized surface is sampled
regularly with increasing density to generate a mesh. The same ar-
gument holds for the derived metric energies since they are constant
for a triangle face and converge to the functions evaluated at a point
of the smooth surface, if the three vertices converge to that point. Sim-
ilarly, convergence for the measures of normal curvature and length of
a curve is assured if the sampling density of the curve increases.

3.4 Optimization

Editing constraints and shape preservation control are encoded in the
energies introduced in the previous section. We find the corresponding
deformed surface by solving for the vertex positions v∗1 . . . v∗n such that

v∗1 . . . v∗n = argmin
v′1...v′n

∑
i

kiEi, (3.20)

where Ei and ki is short-hand notation for the different energies and
weighting constants defined in Section 3.3. We solve this nonlinear
least squares problem using a Gauss-Newton solver which enables su-
perlinear convergence without the need for second derivatives. See
Section 2.2 for an extensive discussion on nonlinear least squares prob-
lems. The initial values of the variables are the vertex positions of the
input surface. In all our experiments the results converge within about
fifteen iteration steps.

Since the energies each only depend on a subset of the vertices the
linear system to be solved in a Gauss-Newton iteration is sparse (see
Section 2.2.3 for details). Figure 3.9 shows the sparsity structure of
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J>

V
ar

ia
bl

es

Epc Elength Esur f Epos J>J

Figure 3.9 Left: Sparsity structure of the Jacobian matrix J> (transposed
for convenience) showing which rows of J correspond to which energy terms
for the optimization problem shown in Figure 3.3. Right: Sparsity structure
of the corresponding normal equations system J>J.

the Jacobian matrix J and the normal equations matrix J>J for a spe-
cific problem instance, namely the manipulation of curve length on
the sphere shown in Figure 3.3. If the curve covers a big percentage of
the surface, the path length energy depends on many of the vertices
and the density of the matrix J>J increases. One completely dense (all
values non-zero) row in the Jacobian matrix is enough to render J>J
completely dense. Since a path usually only covers a small part of the
surface, the matrices are still sufficiently sparse. For large area con-
straints, however, it can happen that the matrices become rather dense
and thus require a lot of memory (see Section 3.7 for a discussion).

The derivation of analytic expressions for the gradients of the ener-
gies is discussed in Appendix A.1. If curvatures are manipulated
(Section 3.6), the optimization falls into the category of composite
non-smooth optimization [WF86] due to discontinuities in the deriva-
tives of the principal curvatures at umbilic points. As detailed in
Appendix A.1, we are able to derive suitable approximations for
the derivatives at these points so that efficient methods designed for
smooth functions can be applied.

Usually, there exists a conflict between the modified properties (for ex-
ample the length of a path) and the properties that should preserve
their values (for example metric properties). For some applications the
user might want to achieve the modified properties as exactly as pos-
sible. To support this, the optimization procedure can be adapted to
allow the preservation energies to evolve in an iterative fashion: the op-
timization problem (3.20) is solved repetitively until convergence, each
time reinitializing the property preservation energies while keeping
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e f ,1

e f ,2

e f ,3

h f ,1

h f ,2
h f ,3

Figure 3.10 Virtual subdivision of a triangle f avoids negative cotangent
weights, since all angles are ≤ π/2.

the original energies for the manipulated properties. We only make
use of this possibility for Curvature-Domain Shape Processing (Sec-
tion 3.6).

Conformal Energy. In our experiments we found that the conver-
gence of the optimization is largely dominated by the conformal en-
ergy Econ f . In fact, a direct implementation of Equation 3.9 leads to
prohibitively slow convergence. Since the rather involved formulas
for the curvature energies make the use of an advanced solver that
requires second derivatives undesirable, we make use of the follow-
ing observation to obtain a practical implementation: As written in
Equation 3.9, Econ f is the sum of three rational quadratic terms. Since
the Gauss-Newton solver locally approximates the objective function
with a quadratic and the convergence critically depends on the cur-
vature of the terms in the objective vector (see Section 2.2), splitting
the energy into three separate terms significantly improves the conver-
gence. However, this separation is only admissible, if the single terms
(i.e. the cotangent weights) are all positive as required by the Gauss-
Newton Solver. To address this issue, we propose a re-formulation for
the conformal energy based on a virtual subdivision of a triangle us-
ing its incircle center to generate six smaller triangles as depicted in
Figure 3.10. By construction, negative cotangent weights cannot occur,
hence we can perform the above split into separate terms. By exploit-
ing symmetry, right angles, and invariance of the conformal energy
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3 Constraint-Based Modeling

under triangle subdivision, the resulting formula simplifies to a sum
of six positive rational quadratics for each triangle:

Econ f f =
3

∑
u=1

(
A f

3‖e f ,u‖2

‖e′f ,u‖2

A f ′
+

φ2
f

12A f

‖h′f ,u‖2

A f ′

)
, (3.21)

where φ f denotes the circumference of the triangle, h f ,u are the vectors
connecting points on the edges and the center of the incircle on the tri-
angle of the original mesh (Figure 3.10). On the deformed mesh, these
points are expressed with the barycentric coordinates of the points
on the original mesh. The barycentric coordinates are computed as a
preprocessing step at the beginning of the optimization. This reformu-
lation is essential to achieve a practical speed of convergence with a
Gauss-Newton type solver, as we demonstrate with a simple example:
Scaling the normal curvature of the sphere along the curve depicted
in Figure 3.6 takes 9 iteration steps using the virtual subdivision com-
pared to 108 iterations without it. Since the terms of the conformal
energy are better approximated by quadratic functions when using
the subdivision, the stepsize has only to be scaled by an average factor
of 0.43 compared to 0.00027 in the unsubdivided formulation. This re-
duces the cost of stepsize control in our implementation. For this sim-
ple test case, the overall speedup factor achieved by virtual subdivision
was 47. For more complex operations, these performance differences
become even more extreme which renders the unsubdivided energy
impractical for use with a Gauss-Newton type optimization. Note that
the straightforward way of subdivision by dividing the obtuse angle
with a line orthogonal to the opposite edge is not suitable since the
virtual triangles can become arbitrarily thin leading to numerical in-
stabilities.

3.5 Constraint-Based Shape Editing

Figures 3.3 to 3.8 illustrate specific properties of our framework for
simple geometric shapes. In the following we show various con-
strained deformations performed on more complex models focusing
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OriginalIsometric Conformal

Figure 3.11 The vase has been edited by reducing the length of the marked
curve by a factor of two while keeping the bottom fixed. Different notions of
shape preservation lead to different editing semantics.

on editing operations that are difficult to achieve with traditional,
purely position-based approaches.

Figure 3.11 shows an editing operation using length constraints. The
user draws a curve along the rim of the vase and interactively mod-
ifies the desired target length while the bottom of the vase is kept
fixed. Two settings for the surface energies, one aiming at isometric,
the other at conformal deformation, illustrate how different notions of
shape preservation lead to different editing semantics. A benefit of our
approach is that the user has explicit control of the shape-preserving
energies and can thus easily adapt the deformation to a specific appli-
cation context.

Figure 3.12 shows the creation of a cartoon horse. The belly and flanks
have been enhanced by scaling the area of the blue patches. Length
constraints are used to constrict the waist and enlarge the head. The
normal curvature for each point of the curve along the spine has been
set to the curve average, leading to a deformation that pushes the spine
towards a circular arc.
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Original Edited

Area Prescription

Original

Edited

Length Prescription Normal Curvature
Prescription

Figure 3.12 The shape of the horse model has been edited by direct manip-
ulation of length, normal curvature, and area of different curves and surface
patches.
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Original

Scaled lengths

Increased curvature

Scaled area

Original

Scaled lengths +
�xed curvature

Figure 3.13 Processing the fandisk model. Length, normal curvature, and
area of the marked curves and patch have been scaled by a factor of two in
the corresponding images. For the bottom left image, the curvature of the
curves has additionally been constrained to remain zero for each of the marked
segments.
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Figure 3.13 shows various editing operations on the fandisk model.
Direct control of metric and curvature is particularly useful in a CAD
context, where the semantics of the model are often directly linked to
lengths, areas, and curvature. In the special case of fixing the curva-
ture along a curve to zero, it might be more desirable to constrain the
curvature of the curve itself instead of the normal curvature of the sur-
face, which significantly simplifies computation. This technique was
used to generate the bottom left result of Figure 3.13.

Image Deformation. Our general constraint-based modeling frame-
work is not restricted to surface deformation and can also be used to
edit images: The image domain is triangulated by a 2-dimensional tri-
angle mesh and the energies introduced above can be directly applied
to specify advanced constraints for image deformation. Figures 3.14

and 3.15 demonstrate how curvature constraints for curves drawn on
the image can be used to intuitively correct distorted images similar
to [CAA09] without any prior information on how the image was dis-
torted. The prescription of area (Figure 3.16) and length (Figure 3.17)
provides novel tools for image manipulation. As for surface defor-
mation, the metric shape preservation energies can be used to control
how local angles and areas are preserved (obviously, the principal cur-
vature energy is not needed in this 2D setting). Figure 3.17 investi-
gates the potential of adaptive weights for shape preservation, where
the user can specify important regions that should be preserved as
well as possible. This is implemented by using separate optimization
weights kareal and kcon f for every mesh vertex instead of two global val-
ues. Figure 3.18 indicates that not only the principal curvature energy
(see Section 3.6) but also the metric preservation energies can serve
as constraints by prescribing angles and local areas for every triangle,
which offers potential for future work.
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3.5 Constraint-Based Shape Editing

Original Path Curvature Constraints

Figure 3.14 Correct "fisheye" lens distortion by prescribing zero path cur-
vature. The user specified paths are shown in the top row. (Original image
taken from [CAA09] and kindly provided by Aseem Agarwala.)

Original Path Curvature Constraints + Position Constraints

Figure 3.15 Correct "fisheye" lens distortion by combining path curvature
and position constraints. (Original image taken from [CAA09] and kindly
provided by Aseem Agarwala.)
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Original Area Constraints

Figure 3.16 Area constraints for interactive image deformation.

Original Decrease Length Increase Length

Figure 3.17 Length constraints for interactive image deformation. The
user can draw adaptive weights (shown by the dark-red to yellow color scheme
on the left) to specify salient regions (light red and yellow) that should be
distorted less by the deformation.

Original Metric Constraints

Figure 3.18 Prescription of metric properties on a 2-dimensional mesh.
For each triangle the angles are constrained to be 60◦, while the area should
be preserved, leading to a more uniform triangle mesh.
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3.6 Curvature-Domain Shape Processing

3.6 Curvature-Domain Shape Processing

Curvature is an essential concept in geometry and plays a crucial role
in surface optimization, geometric modeling, and shape classification.
Many geometry processing operations strive to optimize the curva-
ture distribution of a surface based on energy functionals that mea-
sure surface fairness [BPK+

08]. Shape classification, feature extraction,
and segmentation algorithms [Sha06, AKM+

06] heavily rely on curva-
ture information to identify meaningful geometric structures, such as
ridges, valleys, and corners, that are mapped to features or used as
segmentation boundaries. Similarly, non-photorealistic rendering ap-
proaches often make use of surface curvature to determine the position
and style of rendered strokes [MHIL02]. Typically, these methods use
curvature either as a tool for analysis, or indirectly in the optimiza-
tion of fairness energies that are defined as curvature integrals over
the entire surface.

Our constraint-based surface deformation framework provides direct
access to curvature as a geometry processing tool. Instead of editing
a shape through modeling constraints defined on curves and surface
patches, as demonstrated in Section 3.5, we now investigate the po-
tential of editing and filtering the distribution of principal curvatures
over the whole surface in order to alter the shape of an object. The
conceptual work-flow of this Curvature-Domain Shape Processing is
illustrated in Figure 3.19. Our system first computes a mapping from
the spatial domain to the curvature domain by evaluating principal
curvatures for each point on the surface of a given object. In this do-
main, important geometric features and properties are more directly
accessible and can be manipulated by setting specific curvatures to de-
sired target values or by applying filtering operations on the curvature
distribution. The mapping to the curvature domain is then inverted
to reconstruct the modified object geometry using our optimization
framework that computes a deformation of the input surface that best
approximates the prescribed curvature constraints in a least-squares
sense. As shown in Figure 3.20 and on further results shown below,
this approach facilitates a variety of geometry processing operations
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Curvature 
estimation

Optimization

Editing,
�ltering

Original model Principal curvatures

Target curvaturesReconstructed model

Figure 3.19 The central idea of Curvature-Domain Shape Processing is to
process the geometry of a model by altering its curvature distribution.

>0

<0
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>0<0 =0

Original κ1 → 2κ1 κ1 → 2 κ2 → 0

κ1,2 → 1.5 κ2 → −κ2 κ1,2 → κ′1,2κ1, κ2 κ′1, κ′2

κ1

κ2

Figure 3.20 Geometry processing in the curvature domain. The models on
the right (blue regions indicate constrained vertices) have been reconstructed
by modifying the signed maximum and minimum curvatures, κ1 and κ2, re-
spectively, of the model shown in the upper left. For example, setting the min-
imum curvature κ2 to zero while keeping κ1 fixed straightens out the curved
regions, as shown in the top right. In the bottom right, the curvatures of a
smaller scale are set to the curvatures estimated at a larger scale, as visualized
in the curvature plots in the bottom left.
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that are difficult to achieve by manipulating spatial 3D coordinates but
trivial to formulate in the curvature domain.

Implementation. Following the pipeline depicted in Figure 3.19,
we first compute discrete principal curvatures on the input mesh as
described in Section 3.3.1. These curvature values can then be mod-
ified by the user by applying filtering operations or direct edits, and
the resulting surface is reconstructed using our constraint based opti-
mization framework. For Curvature-Domain Shape Processing, only a
subset of the optimization energies described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3
are required: The user constraints are enforced by the principal curva-
ture energy of Equation 3.12, where the curvature values κ1,i, κ2,i of the
original surface are replaced by the user specified target curvatures
κ̂1,i, κ̂2,i. As with the modeling constraints discussed in the previous
section, the resulting surface is not uniquely specified by the principal
curvature constraints alone. Therefore we additionally preserve the
metric properties of the original surface as well as possible.

The three surface energies (curvature and metric) are combined as de-
scribed in Section 3.3 and can be weighted to control the deformation
behavior. Our experiments have shown that for Curvature-Domain
Shape Processing a dominant conformal energy usually gives the best
deformation flexibility to achieve the prescribed principal curvatures.
We therefore use a very small optimization weight kareal for all our
examples below. Since the surface energies are invariant under rigid
transformations, either a number of vertices have to be fixed to their
original position or soft position constraints have to be added to all
vertices using a small weight, as described in Section 3.3.

For some applications, there may be a conflict between the desired cur-
vatures and the original shape metric, since the requested curvatures
necessitate a deviation in triangle shape. For this reason we apply
the optional adaption of the optimization procedure, as proposed in
Section 3.4, to allow the metric to evolve in an iterative fashion.

Results. Figure 3.21 shows a number of curvature-domain edits
on a shape with a complex curvature distribution. For cross-scale
smoothing, we set the target principal curvatures of the smallest scale
(barycentric vertex area) to the values computed at a scale of four times
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Cross-scale smoothing

Feature enhancement

Original model

Original curvatures Final curvatures

Curvature clamping

Target curvatures

Estimate

Edit

Reconstruct Estimate

Figure 3.21 Curvature-domain processing on the Stanford bunny. The
top row shows the curvature plots of the original model, the prescribed target
values, and the actual achieved curvatures on the final reconstructed model.
Vertices on the base of the bunny are constrained to remain fixed in place in
the optimization.
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3.6 Curvature-Domain Shape Processing

the average one-ring radius. As the curvature plots indicate, the tar-
get curvature values are well approximated in the final model. The
curvature plots visualize both principal curvatures according to the
colormap in Figure 3.20. Note that the resulting smoothing avoids lo-
cal shrinkage artifacts often observed with diffusion-based approaches
that can increase mean curvature and eventually lead to pinch-off sin-
gularities.

Curvature clamping restricts both the minimum and maximum curva-
ture to lie within a user-defined interval, thus removing the extreme
curvatures from the surface. As a result, the bunny’s ears inflate in
order to avoid high curvatures. Note how surface detail that is charac-
terized by curvatures within the clamping interval is preserved, while
strong creases are smoothed and rounded.

Figure 3.23 shows one-sided curvature clamping on a machine part,
where curvatures are restricted to lie in the interval [−5, ∞]. As a
result, concave corners evolve into smooth fillets to meet the new cur-
vature requirements. Note that normal discontinuities across feature
edges are introduced purely for rendering purposes. Curvature pro-
cessing is oblivious to these tagged edges, i.e. the entire mesh is con-
sidered a discrete approximation of a smooth surface.

Feature enhancement in Figure 3.21 is achieved by increasing the
largest absolute principal curvature by an amount proportional to the
difference of the absolute principal curvature values. This change en-
hances convex ridges as well as concave valleys. The same enhance-
ment filter is applied in Figure 3.22 (c) on a digital elevation model.
This figure also shows the effect of multi-scale editing (b), where target
curvatures have been specified on two different scales: the curvatures
of the original model are prescribed on the smallest scale, while on a
coarser scale target curvatures are set to a constant in a circular region
around the peak of the mountain. This “flattens out” the mountain
flanks, while preserving the fine-scale structure. Multi-scale editing
is easily incorporated into the optimization by including target curva-
tures at different scales in the energy Ec. Image (d) shows the result
of a single-scale edit, where both principal curvatures for the center
region have been set to the same constant, thus pushing the shape
towards a spherical configuration.
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Figure 3.22 Different curvature-domain processing operations on the Mat-
terhorn. Curvature plots show the resulting curvatures after the optimization.
For (b) curvature optimization is performed at two scales.
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Original Curvature clamping

-23 -5 11-23 -5 11

Figure 3.23 Curvature clamping of a machine part. The histograms show
the distribution of κ2 on a logarithmic scale before and after the optimization.

Figure 3.24 shows a curvature-domain bilateral filter applied to a noisy
range scan. Target curvature values κ̂1,i for vertex vi (and analogously
for κ̂2,i) are computed as local weighted averages that combine domain
and range filtering

κ̂1,i =
∑vj∈Ni

φc(‖vi − vj‖)φs(|κ1,i − κ1,j|)κ1,i

∑vj∈Ni
φc(‖vi − vj‖)φs(|κ1,i − κ1,j|)

, (3.22)

where Ni is the local averaging region around vertex vi, and φc and
φs are two Gaussians measuring spatial closeness and curvature sim-
ilarity, respectively (see [TM98] for details). Compared to isotropic
Laplacian smoothing, the bilateral filter better preserves ridges and
corners, while leading to an overall smoother curvature distribution.
The curvature plots reveal the anisotropic behavior of the filter, i.e.,
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Original scan Laplacian smoothing Bilateral curvature �lter

Laplacian smoothing Bilateral curvature �lter

Figure 3.24 Comparison of isotropic Laplacian smoothing with bilateral
filtering of curvatures on a noisy range scan.
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illustrate how curvature variation is reduced along feature lines with-
out blurring the surface across the features. For comparison we apply
ten smoothing steps in both examples. Boundaries are handled with-
out special treatment. Our formulation operates directly on discrete
curvatures, i.e., scalar attributes defined on each mesh vertex, so that
we avoid local height-field parameterizations of vertex positions, as
for example used in [FDCO03], that can lead to distortions for larger
neighborhoods or high curvature regions.

In general, not every set of target curvature values is realizable. For
example, there is no 3D embedding of a genus-1 surface with constant
principal curvatures everywhere. Therefore our algorithm tries to meet
the specified curvature constraints as well as possible in a least squares
sense. To evaluate the results of our algorithm we introduce a score
function σ that measures the degree to which the prescribed curvatures
are achieved by the optimization procedure. This function is designed
to be a relative measure independent of both scale and sampling and
is defined as

σ = 1− ∑vi∈V Avi

[
(κ̂1,i − κ′1,i)

2 + (κ̂2,i − κ′2,i)
2
]

∑vi∈V Avi [(κ̂1,i − κ1,i)2 + (κ̂2,i − κ2,i)2]
, (3.23)

where κj,i denotes the principal curvatures of the original model.

Higher values indicate that the optimization procedure was better able
to match the desired curvatures. Table 3.1 lists the values of σ for the
models shown in Figures 3.20 and 3.21. The differences in the achieved
scores stem from the fact that the metric regularization prevents drastic
changes of the shape and that target curvatures can be incompatible.

3.7 Discussion

Speed. One major challenge of our nonlinear optimization frame-
work is speed. Ideally, the system should provide immediate feed-
back when the user modifies a constraint. Our initial prototype imple-
mentation was only able to achieve interactive response for such edits
on relatively small meshes. The curve bending on the fandisk with
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Fig. 3.20 σ Bunny σ

κ1 → 2κ1 .950 Clamp .821

κ1 → 2 .944 Cross-Scale .963

κ2 → 0 .858 Enhance .721

κ1,2 → 1.5 .999

κ2 → −κ2 .988

κ1,2 → κ′1,2 .994

Table 3.1 The value σ ∈ [0, 1] indicates to what extent the target curva-
tures are achieved by the final model.

6477 vertices took less than 10 seconds on a 2.4 GHz Intel® Core™2

Duo with 2GB of memory. The edits on the horse and the vase (both
around 8000 vertices) took 8 to 150 seconds each. Since for 2D defor-
mations smaller triangle meshes are usually sufficient and for every
vertex there are only two instead of three variables, our initial pro-
totype implementation already computed the constraint-based image
deformations within a couple of seconds. Curvature-Domain Shape
Processing is more costly but less time-critical, since most curvature
filtering operations do not mandate a real-time response. For example,
the curvature optimizations on the bunny model with 35,111 vertices,
that is, more than 100k unknowns, took about 2.5 minutes.

In the Master Thesis of Rolf Weilenmann [Wei09] we investigated the
potential of parallelism for our optimization framework. Since prac-
tically all involved terms in the optimization can be computed inde-
pendently, we can heavily exploit the multicore architecture of our
Intel® CPU using the OpenMP™API (www.openmp.org) and GPU
parallelism using CUDA (www.nvidia.com/object/cuda_home.html,
[Nvi05, BG08]) to compute the optimization energies and their deriva-
tives in parallel. Figure 3.25 compares the performance of this ad-
vanced implementation compared to the initial sequential implemen-
tation for the manipulation of curve length shown in Figure 3.3. To test
the scale dependancy of the implementations we run the optimization
for an increasingly denser triangle mesh of the sphere. As shown in
Figure 3.25 the parallel implementation achieves a significant speedup
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Figure 3.25 Performance evaluation of our constraint-based modeling
framework for different problem sizes of the curve-length edit shown in Fig-
ure 3.3. Top: Comparison of total running times per iteration between se-
quential and parallel implementation. Bottom: detailed analysis of the parallel
computation of derivatives for the involved energy terms.
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and is 20 to 30 times faster than the sequential implementation, which
enables interactive constraint-based editing for larger meshes. We be-
lieve that an additional performance improvement could be achieved
by a hierarchical representation of the constraints and the surface
to implement multi-level solvers in the spirit of multi-grid methods,
which offers potential for future research.

Memory. For global constraints, such as the integrated area term,
the Jacobian of the objective function might become too dense to fit
into memory if the patch size is too large (see also Section 3.4). On
our 3GB RAM desktop PC this occurred when selecting more than
around one third of a model with 20’000 faces. This could be avoided
by trading off space with speed and recomputing the entries of the
Jacobian for each matrix access.

Advanced Metric Control. The local metric energies employed in
our framework are isotropic measures. For specific edits, however,
the user might want to penalize metric changes in certain directions
more than in others. A challenging extension would be to develop
anisotropic distortion measures and a proper interface that enables an
intuitive control for these energies.

Curvature Domain-Shape Processing – Relation to Existing Tech-
niques. The results shown in the previous section demonstrate the
flexibility of curvature-domain shape processing. Although special-
ized techniques based only on mean curvature exist for some of the ap-
plications presented, our approach offers a different perspective since
the specific geometric operations employed by our method are often
quite different than the ones already known. Investigating these sim-
ilarities and differences for specific applications may lead to new in-
sights about shape processing and suggest avenues of future work in
this area.

The example of Figure 3.24 demonstrates how a standard image pro-
cessing filter can be applied in curvature-domain to implement an ad-
vanced geometry processing tool. We believe that our curvature-based
processing metaphor offers a versatile framework for exploring a vari-
ety of such filtering methods. Another interesting direction of future
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research is therefore to evaluate different filters for their potential use
in curvature-based geometry processing.

An interesting connection of our approach to continuum mechanics
becomes apparent when comparing the energy function of our com-
bined curvature and metric energies (Equation 3.14) with the elastic
thin-shell energy

E =
∫

Ω
ks ‖I− I′‖2

F + kb ‖II− II′‖2
F dudv, (3.24)

where I denotes the matrix representation of the first and II the ma-
trix representation of the second fundamental form (see Chapter 2),
and ks and kb are stiffness parameters that determine the stretching
and bending resistance of the material [TPBF87]. In our formulation
we replace the bending term by principal curvature differences, thus
avoiding the directional component of the second fundamental form.
The key difference, however, is that in Equation 3.24 the second funda-
mental form II is computed from a given, initial rest state, whereas we
prescribe arbitrary target curvatures values. Effectively, minimizing
the objective function 3.14 pulls the surface to a “fictitious” rest state
defined by the target curvatures.

Rusinkiewicz observed [Rus04] that the curvature tensor proposed by
Cohen-Steiner and Morvan can yield a poor approximation of the true
curvatures for small local neighborhoods at low-valence vertices. In
our optimization this can lead to local distortions that diminish the
quality of the final result. In general, we observed that the perfor-
mance degrades with poor input mesh quality, since the estimation
of curvatures and corresponding derivatives becomes numerically un-
stable. Our experiments indicate that these artifacts can be reduced
by applying appropriate local remeshing operations, e.g., [SG03], to
improve the stability of the curvature estimation.
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Originalw/o length constraints with length constraints

Figure 3.26 Spherical conformal parameterization computed by prescrib-
ing constant curvature. On the right the marked curves are constrained to
keep their original length.

Combined Constraints Figure 3.26 illustrates a potential applica-
tion that offers potential for future work. We can evolve the fandisk
towards a sphere by setting all principal curvatures to a constant. With
a high conformal energy term, this yields a quasi-conformal spherical
parameterization of the model that can be customized with the use of
additional metric constraints. Conceptually, this approach is similar to
recent methods for planar conformal mappings [BCGB08, SSP08].
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C H A P T E R 4

Paneling Architectural
Freeform Surfaces

4.1 Introduction

Freeform shapes play an increasingly important role in contemporary
architecture. With the emergence of large-scale architectural freeform
surfaces the essential question arises of how to proceed from a geomet-
rically complex design towards a feasible and affordable way of pro-
duction. This fundamental problem, in the architectural community
referred to as rationalization, is largely related to the issue of paneling,
i.e., the segmentation of a shape into simpler surface patches, so-called
panels, that can be fabricated at reasonable cost with a selected manu-
facturing process (see Figure 4.1). The paneling problem can arise both
for the exterior and interior skin of a building, and plays a central role
in the design specification phase of any architectural project involving
freeform geometry.

Recent technological advances enable the production of single- and
double-curved panels that allow a faithful approximation of curved
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reuse of  fabrication molds

plane
cylinder
paraboloid
torus
cubic

panel types

identical torus molds

identical 
cylinder
molds

Figure 4.1 Rationalization of large-scale architectural freeform surfaces
with planar, single-, and double-curved panels. Our algorithm computes a
paneling solution that meets prescribed thresholds on positional and normal
continuity, while minimizing total production cost. Reuse of molds (left) and
predominant use of simple panels (right) are important drivers of the opti-
mization. (Left: Zaha Hadid Architects, Lilium Tower, Warsaw. Right: Zaha
Hadid Architects, National Holding Headquarters, Abu Dhabi.)
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surfaces. While planar panels are always the most cost-effective, the
progression towards the more expensive general freeform panels de-
pends on the panel material and manufacturing process. Table 4.1
provides an overview of the state-of-the-art in architectural panel pro-
duction. Most commonly, curved panels are produced using molds
with the cost of mold fabrication often dominating the panel cost (see
Figure 4.9). There is thus a strong incentive to reuse the same mold for
the production of multiple panels to reduce the overall cost.

Our goal is to find a paneling solution for a given freeform design that
achieves prescribed quality requirements, while minimizing produc-
tion cost. The quality of the paneling is mainly determined by the ge-
ometric closeness to the input surface, the positional and normal con-
tinuity between neighboring panels, and the fairness of corresponding
panel boundary curves. The cost mostly depends on the size and num-
ber of panels, the complexity of the panel geometry, and the degree of
reuse of molds that need to be custom-built to fabricate the panels. A
key objective of our work is to solve instances of the paneling prob-
lem on large-scale architectural freeform designs that often consist of
thousands of panels. Due to the high complexity and global coupling
of optimization objectives and constraints, manual layout of panels for
these freeform surfaces is infeasible, mandating the use of advanced
computational tools.

The paneling problem is a constraint-based surface approximation
problem involving highly complex geometric constraints:

• The objective to minimize cost imposes constraints on the geom-
etry of the panel shapes such that the panels can be efficiently
produced and that mold reuse is computationally feasible.

• The quality requirements directly impose geometric constraints
on the distances and angles between neighboring panels and the
distances of the panels to the input design surface.

The paneling problem is also an engineering problem and the results
of our paneling algorithm are eventually used as an input to actually
manufacture architectural freeform structures. The constraint-based
surface paneling problem is therefore of a different nature than the
constraint-based surface modeling problem discussed in Chapter 3
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surface types manufacturing possibilities

glass metal
fibre reinforced
concrete/plastic

single curved
isometric to the plane, no or little plastic deformation of material

cylindrical
parts of right
circular cylinders

machine for
bending and
thermal
tempering

roll
bending
machine

configurable mold
or custom hot-
wire cut foam
mold

conical
parts of right
circular cones

configurable or
custom mold, no
thermal
tempering

machine
or re-
config-
urable
mold

configurable mold
or custom
hot-wire cut foam
mold

general single
curved
developable
surfaces

custom mold, no
thermal
tempering

custom hot-wire
cut foam mold

double curved
usually plastic deformation of material is involved

general double
curved

custom molds,
no thermal
tempering of
glass

machine
or re-
config-
urable
mold

custom molds
commonly made
of EPS foam

general ruled
generated by a
moving straight
line

straight lines
can be exploited

see above

foam molds can
be hot-wire cut

translational
carries two
families of
congruent profiles

congruent
profiles can be
exploited

congruent profiles
can be exploited

rotational
carries one family
of congr. profiles

Table 4.1 Classification of panel types and state-of-the-art production pro-
cesses for common materials in architecture. This table is for a rough guide-
line and do not cover all the relevant production processes. Planar panels have
been left out. (Classification created by Evolute, www.evolute.at)
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and requires different algorithmic strategies. Certain constraints like
the distance between neighboring panels have to be met exactly and
not only in a least squares sense. Additionally, the problem involves
not only continuous but also discrete variables like how many and
which types of molds should be used, and which molds should pro-
duce which panel. While a least squares optimization similar to the
one introduced in the previous Chapter is an essential ingredient of
our paneling algorithm, we present new computational tools to solve
the particular challenges of the paneling problem.

4.1.1 Contributions

We introduce a computational approach to freeform surface paneling.
As our main contributions, we

• identify the key aspects of the paneling problem that are
amenable to computation and derive a mathematical framework
that captures the essential design goals,

• present an algorithmic solution based on a novel global optimiza-
tion method that alternates between discrete and continuous op-
timization steps to meet paneling quality constraints while re-
ducing cost through mold reuse,

• introduce a novel 6-dimensional metric space to allow fast com-
putation of approximate inter-panel distances, which dramati-
cally improves the performance of the optimization and enables
the handling of complex arrangements with thousands of panels,
and

• demonstrate the practical relevance of our system by computing
paneling solutions for real, cutting-edge designs that currently
cannot be realized at the desired aesthetic quality.
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4.1.2 Related Work

Early contributions to the field of freeform architecture come from re-
search at Gehry Technologies (see e.g. [She02]). These are mostly
dedicated to developable or nearly developable surfaces, as a result of
the specific design process that is based on digital reconstruction of
models made from material that assumes (nearly) developable shapes.

Research on freeform architecture is promoted by the Smart Geom-
etry group (www.smartgeometry.com), whose interest so far mostly
focussed on parametric design tools. These can be helpful for shape
generation processes that have panel properties built into them. How-
ever, such a forward approach makes it very difficult to achieve the
desired shapes and obtain a satisfactory paneling solution for suffi-
ciently complex geometries.

Most previous work on the paneling problem deals with planar pan-
els. Initial research in this direction dealt with special surface classes
[GSC+

02]. Covering general freeform surfaces with planar quad pan-
els could be approached with methods of discrete differential geome-
try [BS09] and led to new ways of supporting beam layout and the re-
lated computation of multi-layer structures [LPW+

06, PLW+
07]. This

approach was extended to the covering of freeform surfaces by single-
curved panels arranged along surfaces strips [PSB+

08]. Additional
results in this direction, e.g., hexagonal meshes with planar faces, have
been presented at “Advances in Architectural Geometry” [PHK08].
The idea of optimizing for repeated elements by altering the vertex po-
sitions of a given mesh is explored by Fu et al. [FLHCO10] in the con-
text of quad meshes and by Singh and Schaefer [SS10] in the context
of triangle meshes, in order to create a set of reusable pre-fabricated
tiles.

Our approach bears some similarity to variational methods for ap-
proximating a surface with simple geometric primitives. Originally
introduced by Cohen-Steiner et al. [CAD04] for surface approximation
by planes, various extensions have been proposed for additional sur-
face types, e.g., spheres and cylinders [WK05], quadrics [YLW06], or
developable surfaces [JKS05]. In [LSSK09], an optimization has been
proposed to simultaneously partition the input surface, as well as de-
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Figure 4.2 Projects involving double-curved panels where a separate mold
has been built for each panel. These examples illustrate the importance of the
curve network and the challenges in producing architectural freeform struc-
tures. (Left: Peter Cook and Colin Fournier, Kunsthaus, Graz. Right: Zaha
Hadid Architects, Hungerburgbahn, Innsbruck.)

termine the types and number of shape proxies required. These meth-
ods optimize for a surface segmentation to reduce the approximation
error. In our setting, the segmentation is part of the design specifica-
tion and we optimize for position and tangent continuity across panel
boundaries, allowing systematic deviations from the reference surface
to improve the paneling quality and reduce cost. Enabling mold reuse
and aesthetic control, which are key requirements of architectural ra-
tionalization, necessitates a substantially different approach both in
the underlying formulation of the optimization as well as its imple-
mentation. Similarly, state-of-the-art methods in surface fitting and lo-
cal registration (see e.g. [VM02, Sha08]), while an integral component
of our system, are insufficient to solve large-scale freeform paneling
problems.

In shape analysis, the problems of symmetry detection [MGP06,
PSG+

06] and regularity detection [PMW+
08] involve identification

and extraction of repeated elements, exact and approximate, in 3D
geometry. Subsequently, detected repetitions can be made exact by
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symmetrization using subtle modifications of the underlying mesh-
ing structure [MGP07, GPF09] thus deforming a surface towards an
exact symmetric configuration. These methods, designed to enhance
detected symmetries, are unsuited for handling architectural freeform
designs where large repeated sections are exceptions rather than the
norm. Our optimization has a similar symmetrizing effect in enabling
trading approximation error for a stronger degree of mold reuse, lead-
ing to significant savings in terms of manufacturing cost.

4.2 Problem Specification

In this section we introduce a specification of the paneling problem and
the corresponding terminology common in architectural design (see
Figure 4.3). The specification is the result of extensive consultations
of our collaborator Evolute with architects and Evolute’s experience
with real-world freeform design projects, some of which we highlight
in Section 4.4.

4.2.1 Terminology

Panels and Molds. Let F be the given input freeform surface de-
scribing the shape of the design. Our goal is to find a collection
P = {P1, . . . , Pn} of panels Pi, such that their union approximates F.
The quality of the approximation strongly depends on the position
and tangent continuity across panel boundaries: Divergence quantifies
the spatial gap between adjacent panels, while the kink angle measures
the jump in normal vectors across the panel intersection curves.

Curved panels are commonly produced using a manufacturing
mold Mk. We call the collection M = {M1, . . . , Mm} with m ≤ n
the mold depot. To specify which mold is used to produce which
panel(s), we define a panel-mold assignment function A : [1, n]→ [1, m]
that assigns to each panel index the corresponding mold index. The
arrangement of panels in world coordinates is established by rigid
transformations Ti that align each panel Pi to the reference surface F.
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200m

reference surface F

divergencedivergence

kink anglekink angle

mold depot

...cylinders cubicstori

curve samples c

normal n(x)

foot point xfoot point x

k surface segment s i

transformation Ti
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0.2m

curve network

M

C

Figure 4.3 Terminology and variables used in our algorithm. The reference
surface F and the initial curve network C are given as part of the design
specification. The optimization solves for the mold depot M, the panel-mold
assignment function A, the shape parameters of the molds, the alignment
transformations Ti, and the curve network samples ck.
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Panels produced from the same mold are sub-patches of the mold
surface and need not be congruent.

Let c(Mk) be the fabrication cost of mold Mk and c(Mk, Pi) the cost of
producing panel Pi using mold Mk (see also Figure 4.9). The total cost
of panel production can then be written as

cost(F,P ,M, A) =
m

∑
k=1

c(Mk) +
n

∑
i=1

c(MA(i), Pi). (4.1)

Ideally, the same mold will be used for the fabrication of multiple pan-
els to reduce cost. The choice of panel types depends on the desired
material and on the available manufacturing technology. Materials
may be transparent or opaque, and include glass, glass-fibre reinforced
concrete or gypsum, various types of metal, and wood.

Currently we support five panel types: planes, cylinders, paraboloids,
torus patches, and general cubic patches. Planar panels are easiest
to produce, but result in a faceted appearance when approximating
curved freeform surfaces, which may not satisfy the aesthetic criteria
of the design. A simple class of curved panels are cylinders, a spe-
cial case of single-curved (developable) panels. Naturally, such panels
can lead to a smooth appearance only if the given reference surface
exhibits one low principal curvature. General freeform surfaces often
require double-curved panels to achieve the desired tolerances in fit-
ting error, divergence, and kink angles. We consider three instances
of such panels: paraboloids, torus patches, and cubic patches. The
former two carry families of congruent profiles (parabolae and circles,
respectively), which typically simplifies mold production. Cubic pan-
els are most expensive to manufacture, but offer the highest flexibility
and approximation power. Thus a small number of such molds are
often indispensable to achieve a reasonable quality-cost tradeoff.

Curve Network. The intersection curves between adjacent panels
are essential for the visual appearance of many designs (see Figure 4.2)
and typically affect the structural integrity of the building, as they of-
ten directly relate to the underlying support structure. An initial layout
of these curves is usually provided by the architect as an integral part
of the design. While small deviations to improve the paneling quality
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are typically acceptable, the final solution should stay faithful to the
initial curve layout and reproduce the given pattern as well as pos-
sible by the intersection lines of adjacent panels. Our paneling algo-
rithm supports arbitrary curve network topology and is not restricted
to predefined patterns. The collection of all panel boundary curves
forms the curve network that we denote with C. Projecting C onto the
input freeform surface F yields a partitioning of F into a collection
S = {s1, . . . , sn} of segments si. The panel Pi associated with segment si

can be created by trimming the aligned mold surface M∗
i := Ti(MA(i)).

The trim curves are obtained by projecting the network curves associ-
ated with segment si onto M∗

i .

4.2.2 The Paneling Problem

We formulate the paneling problem as follows: Approximate a given
freeform surface by a collection of panels of preferred types such that
the total production cost is minimized, while the paneling respects
pre-defined thresholds on divergence and kink angle between adjacent
panels, and reproduces the initial curve network as well as possible. A
closer look at this specification reveals that any solution of the paneling
problem has to address the following central aspects:

• Mold Depot: determine the number and types of molds that
should be fabricated.

• Assignments: find the optimal assignment function to establish
which panel is best produced by which mold.

• Registration: compute the optimal shape parameters for each
mold and the optimal alignment of each panel such that the ref-
erence surface is faithfully approximated, thresholds on kink an-
gles and divergence are met, and the panel intersections curves
respect the design intent.

Mold depot and assignment function determine the total cost of fabri-
cation, while registration affects the quality of the rationalization. Min-
imizing fabrication cost calls for a maximum amount of mold reuse
and the wider use of panels that are geometrically simple and thus
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cheaper to manufacture (see Equation 4.1). On the other hand, achiev-
ing the design constraints on the paneling quality pushes the solution
towards more complex panel shapes with less potential for mold reuse.

The high intricacy of the paneling problem arises both from the large
scale of typical projects (1k – 10k panels) and the tight global coupling
of objectives. Neighboring panels are strongly linked locally through
kink angle and divergence measures, but also subject to a highly non-
local coupling through the assignment function that facilitates mold
reuse. The cost-quality tradeoffs involved in using different mold types
add additional complexity: It is obvious that we want to use as many
cheap, simple molds as possible. However, adding one expensive mold
might save us from having to add many cheap molds whose total cost
might be higher. Also, using a complex mold at certain places may
enable the use of simpler panels in its surroundings.

4.3 Paneling Algorithm

A key design decision in our paneling algorithm is to represent the
curve network explicitly as a set of polygonal curves, rather than com-
puting the boundary curves from the intersection of neighboring pan-
els (Figure 4.3). By integrating the corresponding curve vertices ck as
free variables in our system, we gain several important advantages. In
particular, we

• avoid numerical instabilities when explicitly computing intersec-
tions of neighboring, nearly tangent-continuous patches,

• simplify the specification of surface fitting and continuity con-
straints across neighboring panels (see Section 4.3.1),

• achieve better quality at lower cost by allowing the curves to
move away from the reference surface as part of the optimiza-
tion (see Figure 4.4), and

• provide essential means of control for the designer, who can ex-
plicitly specify where neighboring panels should intersect.
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max. deviation: 1.3m

max. deviation: 0.018m

total cost: 7,285

total cost: 11,499
0m 1m

Figure 4.4 Our algorithm allows controlling the amount of deviation from
the reference surface, shown here for the example of the Lilium tower. Larger
deviations enable a more cost-effective solution using cheaper panels, while
still satisfying the thresholds on kink angle and divergence.

An important aspect of the paneling problem is the need to simulta-
neously solve for both discrete and continuous variables. The discrete
variables are the number and type of molds constituting the mold de-
pot M, and the panel-mold assignment function A. The continuous
variables are the shape parameters of the molds, the transformations
Ti that align mold MA(i) to segment si, and the positions of the curve
network samples ck.

Given a mold depotM and assignments A, we use a continuous non-
linear least-squares optimization (Section 4.3.1) to globally improve the
curve network and mold alignments. Similar to the least squares op-
timization presented in Chapter 3 the optimization minimizes diver-
gence, kink angles, and the deviation of the paneling solution from the
reference surface. Such a least-squares optimization alone, however,
does not ensure that the user-specified thresholds on kink angles and
divergence are met, nor can it be used to determine a mold depot or as-
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signments. The core challenge and main contribution of our algorithm
is to find a mold depot and an assignment function that minimize cost
and at the same time meet the specified thresholds. Minimizing cost in
geometric terms means approximating the design with as many sim-
ple and repetitive elements as possible. In Section 4.3.2 we show how
this difficult objective can be mapped to a generalized set cover prob-
lem, a classical problem in computer science. Figure 4.5 demonstrates
the effectiveness of the set cover optimization compared to alterna-
tive techniques to enable mold reuse on an illustrative example. We
present an efficient approximation algorithm that on its own provides
a solution to the paneling problem. Due to the exponential complexity
of possible mold-panel assignments this algorithm can only employ lo-
cal registrations and therefore neither supports globally coupled con-
tinuous registration nor optimization of the curve network to allow
deviations from the reference surface. Since the algorithm described
in Section 4.3.2 enables solving for all the discrete variables we call it
Discrete Optimization in contrast to the global Continuous Optimization
of Section 4.3.1. To combine the strengths of the discrete and contin-
uous optimization we present an iterative scheme in Section 4.3.3 to
interleave the two to obtain a powerful global paneling algorithm. We
demonstrate in Figure 4.11 how this interleaved iteration significantly
improves the paneling compared to only applying the algorithm de-
scribed in 3.2.

4.3.1 Continuous Optimization Step

The continuous step aims at reducing the deviation to the reference
surface, the divergence, and the kink angles by optimizing the contin-
uous variables, i.e., the shape parameters of the molds, the rigid align-
ments of mold surfaces to segments, and the positions of the curve
network samples. During this optimization, the panel-mold assign-
ments are kept fixed.

A mold surface Mk is specified in a canonical coordinate system as a
function of a set of parameters that we store in a vector mk (see Ap-
pendix B). Depending on the type of mold surface, mk contains zero
(plane) to six entries (cubic). The rigid transformations Ti that align
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(d) Set Cover Optimization
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Figure 4.5 Illustrative comparison of different techniques for mold reuse.
The input design curve curve shown in (a) consists of nicely aligned circle
arcs with decreasing radii from 25 to 5. The method shown in (b) clusters
these radii (using k-means clustering) to obtain 3 molds and assigns the best
mold to each segment. The colors indicate the segments sharing the same
mold. The method shown in (c) does the same, but performs a clustering of
(1/radius) instead of clustering the radius itself, which is a much better dis-
tance approximation for cylinders as shown in Appendix B and therefore the
maximal kink angle is already much lower. The method shown in (d) performs
the full set cover optimization described in Section 4.3.2 and leads to an even
better mold depot that enables a paneling with very low kink angles. The dif-
ferences presented on this schematic example become even more prominent if
more complex surfaces and/or panel types are involved.
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mold surface MA(i) to the corresponding surface segment si are initial-
ized by the the local alignments computed in the discrete optimization.
The curve network C is represented by samples cl ∈ IR3, l = 1, . . . , L,
where L ≈ 9|S| in all our examples. We denote with i(l) and j(l) the
indices of the two surface segments adjacent to the boundary curve
sample cl. For notational brevity of the subsequent formulae, we
omit the more complex adjacencies at corner points of the curve net-
work. These are handled analogously by considering all combinations
of neighbors.

The explicit representation of the curve network enables direct con-
trol of the panel intersection curves and allows formulating objective
functions for inter-panel position and tangent continuity using sim-
ple closest-points projections. Effectively, the curve network serves as
a “glue" that binds the panels to the surface at the curve samples.
Since the manufacturing process mandates that the panel surfaces are
smooth and exhibit a low variation of curvature, we found that addi-
tional samples in the interior of the segments are not required.

Surface Fitting. The deviation of the curve network from the un-
derlying reference surface F is measured as

Efit =
L

∑
l=1
‖cl − fl‖2, (4.2)

where fl is the closest point on F from cl.

Divergence. We measure the divergence indirectly using the dis-
tances between the curve network samples and the closest points of
the adjacent aligned mold surfaces as

Ediv =
L

∑
l=1
‖cl − xi(l)‖2 + ‖cl − xj(l)‖2, (4.3)

where xi(l) is the point closest to cl on the aligned mold surface M∗
i(l).

The point xj(l) is defined analogously. Minimizing Ediv ensures that
neighboring panels fit together nicely without leaving undesirable
gaps and that the curve network stays spatially close to the aligned
mold surfaces.
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Kink Angles. Tangent continuity is achieved by minimizing the kink
angle energy

Ekink =
L

∑
l=1
‖n(xi(l))− n(xj(l))‖2, (4.4)

where n(xi(l)) is the normal vector of the aligned mold M∗
i(l) at xi(l),

and analogously for n(xj(l)) (Figure 4.3).

Curve Fairness. The curve network is coupled to the surface
through the surface fitting energy, but can move freely along the sur-
face. To maintain the design intent encoded in the initial curve lay-
out, we need to prevent strong undulations and large tangential mo-
tions of the boundary curves. Fortunately, the explicit representation
of the curve network allows us to directly control its motion. We avoid
tangential drift entirely by restricting the displacements of the curve
network to the normal direction of the underlying reference surface.
This simplification has the additional benefit of reducing the number
of optimization variables for the curve network to one third and thus
significantly improves performance. The shape of the curves is con-
trolled using an additional fairness term on the curve deformation.
Let cl = c′l + dln′l, where c′l is the initial position of the curve network
sample on the reference surface, n′l is the corresponding surface nor-
mal, and dl is the displacement magnitude. A fairness term (see also
Section 2.1) can then be defined directly on the normal displacements
as

Efair = ∑
(j1,j2)∈C

(dj1 − dj2)
2, (4.5)

where (j1, j2) is an index pair denoting an edge of the polygonal rep-
resentation of the curve network C.

Panel Centering. With the exception of plane and cylinder molds,
we need an additional energy term to facilitate mold reuse. Panels that
are fabricated from the same mold should cover a similar region of the
mold surface to reduce wastage in fabrication. For this purpose we
add a centering energy that minimizes tangential drifting of the mold
center away from the segment center:

Ecen =
n

∑
i=1
‖bi − pi‖2. (4.6)
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panels

mold base surfacemold base surface

Figure 4.6 A low weight for Ecen may result in scattered molds (red) over
a base primitive leading to wastage and increased cost. A higher weight re-
sults in tightly clustered molds (green) enabling cost-effective production of a
significantly smaller mold.

Here bi is an approximation of the barycenter of segment si computed
as the average of all adjacent curve segment samples, and pi is the pro-
jection of bi onto the mold-surface normal at the center of the aligned
mold M∗

i . For torus molds we include an additional variable that posi-
tions the center along the defining circle (see Appendix B). Figure 4.6
illustrates the effect of the centering energy.

Global Optimization. The above continuous energy terms are com-
bined into a global energy

E = αfitEfit + αdivEdiv + αkinkEkink + αfairEfair + αcenEcen, (4.7)

where the weights α allow additional control of the optimization. The
unknown variables in E that we solve for are: the mold parameters
mk, the rigid transformations Ti, and the positions of the curve net-
work samples cl. For the Ti we use the formulation based on instan-
taneous velocities that ensures rigidity of the transformation [PW01].
The global energy E is minimized using a Gauss-Newton solver. See
Section 2.2 for an extensive discussion on nonlinear least squares prob-
lems and solvers.

Parameters. As detailed in Section 4.3.2, our system allows the
user to provide thresholds ε for divergence and δ for kink an-
gles. To balance the corresponding optimization objectives, we set
αkink = (ε/δ)2αdiv in Equation 4.7. This ensures that a divergence
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of ε receives the same penalty as a kink angle of δ. The free parame-
ters have an intuitive meaning and offer direct control of the paneling
quality. The specific values for these parameters depend on the user
preferences. Figure 4.4 illustrates the effect of αfit to control the devi-
ation from the reference surface using values of 0.0001 and 1000, re-
spectively. Figure 4.6 demonstrates the influence of αcen. For all other
examples we use the same set of parameters: αfit = 1, αdiv = 1000,
αfair = 1, αcen = 10.

4.3.2 Discrete Optimization Step

The discrete optimization finds a mold depot and a corresponding
panel-mold assignment function that minimize cost while respecting
the specified divergence and kink angle thresholds. During the dis-
crete optimization, the curve network is fixed. The essential geometric
information required in this step is stored in the curve network sam-
ples and corresponding normal vectors that we obtain by averaging
for each curve network sample the normals of all neighboring panels
of the current solution. We therefore represent each surface segment
by the associated curve network samples and normals, and use these
to evaluate divergence and kink angles. This segment representation
allows an efficient fitting of molds to segments based on local registra-
tion independent of the neighboring panels, using local versions of the
divergence, kink angle, and centering energies (Equations 4.3, 4.4, 4.6).

To enrich the mold depot, we first create new candidate molds by lo-
cally aligning each of the available panel types to each of the segments.
These t|S| new molds, where t is the number of panel types, together
with the existing mold depot of the current solution form the set M′

of candidate molds. The algorithm optimizes for a new mold depot as
a subsetM⊆M′ of all candidate molds that enables paneling at min-
imal cost, while satisfying the current thresholds on divergence and
kink angle.

Set Cover. Assume that we have determined for each mold
Mk ∈ M′ the set Sk = {sk1, . . . , skl} of surface segments that can be
approximated by Mk within the prescribed tolerances. We can com-
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pute the potential fabrication costs attributed to set Sk as c(Sk) =
c(Mk) + |Sk| c(Mk, P∗), i.e., the cost of the mold plus for all assigned
panels the cost c(Mk, P∗) of producing a panel with mold Mk.

Finding the optimal mold depot and mold-segment assignments now
amounts to covering the set of segments S = {s1, . . . , sn} with sets Sk
of minimal total cost. This optimization is reminiscent of the classi-
cal weighted set cover problem [Joh74], where the weights correspond
to production costs. While this problem is known to be NP-hard, a
polynomial-time approximation strategy can be used to find an ap-
proximate solution whose cost is guaranteed to be within log n times
the cost of the optimal solution. It has been shown that log n is
the best possible approximation ratio of any polynomial-time algo-
rithm [Fei98].

What distinguishes our setting from the classical weighted set cover
problem is that each segment is eventually assigned to only one set.
Thus our weights (costs) depend on which segment is assigned to
which set: Once a mold has been chosen, all segments covered by the
corresponding set have to be removed from the sets of the remaining
candidate molds. Nevertheless, as shown in Appendix A.2, the proof
for the log n approximation ratio of the polynomial-time weighted set
cover algorithm directly translates to our more general setup.

Algorithm. Let S ′ ⊆ S be the set of all uncovered segments at
any point of the algorithm. We define the efficiency of a set Sk relative
to S ′ as the function φ(Sk,S ′) = |Sk|/c(Sk), where both the size of
the set Sk and its cost are adapted to only consider elements in S ′.
Efficiency measures the number of panels for segments in S ′ that can
be produced by mold Mk relative to the corresponding cost. Let σ be
the unknown collection of covering sets and σ′ the collection of all sets
Sk that have not yet been chosen for σ.

Our algorithm to determine the covering sets starts with an empty
collection σ. Thus the collection σ′ contains the sets Sk of all candidate
molds in M′ and the set S ′ contains all segments that can be covered
with the sets in σ′. We then successively add the set Si with highest
efficiency to the current solution. The segments of Si are removed from
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S ′, the efficiency of all remaining sets is updated, and the algorithm is
iterated until all segments are covered.

σ← ∅, σ′ ← {S1, . . . ,S|M′|}, S ′ ← S1 ∪ . . . ∪ S|M′|
while S ′ 6= ∅

eval. φ(Sk,S ′) ∀Sk ∈ σ′ update efficiencies

Si ← arg maxSk∈σ′ φ(Sk,S ′) set with max. efficiency

σ← σ ∪ {Si} add to covering sets

S ′ ← S ′ − Si, σ′ ← σ′ − {Si} remove covered segments

end

The covering sets in the solution σ define the mold depot M. For all
segments that cannot be covered by any of the initial sets Sk we add
and assign the best-fit cubic mold. Once the mold depot has been se-
lected, a gather step re-computes the panel-mold assignment function
by selecting for each segment the cheapest valid mold from the de-
pot M. In case a segment is covered by multiple molds of the same
cost, we pick the one with the smallest maximal distance to the curve
network.

Sets Initialization. A critical bottleneck in the set cover optimiza-
tion is the estimation of the initial sets Sk. To avoid the exhaustive com-
putation of aligning every mold with every segment using nonlinear
registration, we implement a pruning step that discards mold-segment
pairs based on a conservative estimate of the corresponding registra-
tion distance. For this purpose, we introduce a 6D metric space that
facilitates efficient approximate distance computations between molds
and surface segments without the need for an explicit alignment.

We first select for each segment si its least-squares optimal cubic mold
Ci ∈ M′ as the segment’s representative. The cubic mold Ci provides
the best local approximation possible for this segment in the current
configuration. To estimate whether a given mold surface Mk ∈ M′ is a
suitable candidate for segment si, we compute an approximate align-
ment distance between Mk and Ci. By mapping both patches to points
in a 6D space as described in Appendix B, this computation amounts
to simple Euclidean distance evaluations. Finding potential molds to
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Figure 4.7 Progressive panel assignments for different iterations (decreas-
ing thresholds) of the paneling algorithm (Lilium tower).

fit a given segment then only requires a range query in the 6D space
that is performed efficiently using spatial data structures such as a
kd-tree [AM93]. This pruning step typically leads to a reduction in
explicit mold-segment registrations to about 1% – 5%. For this sub-
stantially smaller set, we then perform the full nonlinear registration
as described above to build the sets Sk.

4.3.3 Interleaved Iteration

Our algorithm iteratively executes the discrete and continuous opti-
mization steps in an interleaved fashion. The exponential number of
possible panel-mold assignments mandates the use of local registra-
tion methods in the discrete optimization. As a result, the set cover
algorithm produces a mold depot and assignment function that is too
costly for the given thresholds. Therefore, we start the iterations with
thresholds well above the specified target values ε for divergence and
δ for kink angles. Thresholds are then successively reduced after each
iteration until the target values are reached.

We use the following fixed scheduling scheme for all our examples:
We start the optimization with ε′ = ε + 10mm and δ′ = δ + 5◦ and ap-
ply 10 iterations of alternating discrete/continuous optimization steps,
reducing the thresholds in each iteration by 1mm and 0.5◦.
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The algorithm starts with a mold depot consisting of a single plane.
We perform an initialization step that first determines all panels that
do not meet the target thresholds (ε, δ). These panels are replaced by
locally fitting a separate mold of the cheapest type that satisfies the
thresholds (ε′, δ′). Subsequently, we perform a continuous optimiza-
tion step. This initialization is applied before every discrete optimiza-
tion to reverse unsuccessful assignments of the set cover and avoid a
premature fixing of panel-mold assignments.

The inner loop of the optimization consists of the following steps:

• discrete optimization

• continuous optimization

• re-initialization

• reduce ε′, δ′

At the end of the optimization we apply a discrete step using the target
thresholds to generate the final mold depot and assignment function.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the iterations of the paneling algorithm. Panels
for which the target thresholds cannot be met mandate the fabrica-
tion of custom freeform molds. An important benefit of our approach
is that the global discrete/continuous optimization leads to a small
number of these custom molds (see also Figure 4.11).

4.4 Evaluation and Discussion

Means of Control. We allow the designer to explore the space of
paneling solutions using two main modes of control: (i) specifying
the quality using thresholds for divergence and kink angles (see Fig-
ure 4.8), and (ii) allowing the paneling solution to deviate from the ref-
erence surface in order to achieve a more cost-effective solution while
maintaining the original design intent (see Figure 4.4). Due to our
choice of αfit (Section 4.3.1) the maximal deviation from the reference
surface is within 10-20cm for all our results (average panel size 4m2).
Unless stated otherwise, we use the cost set of glass panels as denoted
in Figure 4.9 and the target thresholds (ε, δ) = (6mm, 3◦).
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Figure 4.8 Paneling results with varying kink angle thresholds δ and fixed
divergence thresholds ε = 6mm for the design of the National Holding Head-
quarters. The images in the top left corner show a solution using only planar
panels of which 3,796 do not meet the prescribed divergence threshold. The
zooms show reflection lines to illustrate inter-panel continuity which succes-
sively improves with lower kink angle thresholds.
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Figure 4.9 Glass vs. concrete. Different relative costs for mold fabrica-
tion and panel production for two different materials affect the distribution of
panel types. For glass, costs for producing double curved molds are signifi-
cantly higher than for concrete, resulting in a solution with more cylindrical
panels. (Zaha Hadid Architects, interior skin of Heydar Aliyev Merkezi Cul-
tural Center, Baku.)
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Case Studies. Paneling solutions strongly depend on the design
(reference surface and curve network), the choice of material, and the
manufacturing technology. We explore the implications of these de-
sign decisions on various contemporary architectural freeform projects
from leading architects in Figures 4.9, 4.12, and 4.10. Figure 4.13 com-
pares our paneling solution to the original, perfectly smooth reference
design. Figure 4.11 demonstrates the effectiveness of the core compo-
nents of our paneling algorithm. The most complex case study is the
Dongdaemun Design Plaza and Park project (Figure 4.11) consisting of
8,385 panels. For this example, one step of discrete optimization takes
on average 30 minutes, while one step of continuous optimization re-
quires about 10 minutes, leading to a total computation time of 430

minutes. All computations are performed on a 3GHz Intel® Core™2

Duo with 3Gb of memory.

cylinders

paraboloids

cubicstori

mold distribution

Figure 4.10 Distribution of panel types and mold reuse for two different
refinement levels of the curve network. The histograms on the right illustrate
mold reuse for the top image, where the x-axis denotes how many panels can
be produced by a mold and the y-axis indicates the number of panels corre-
sponding to these molds. (Mario Bellini Architects, Rudy Ricciotti, Museum
of Islamic Arts at Louvre Museum, Paris.)
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Figure 4.11 Comparison of different methods for the same quality thresh-
olds. State-of-the-art commercial tools only support a greedy panel assign-
ment based on local fitting (top). Just one single application of our discrete
optimization greatly reduces cost without loss in surface quality (middle). The
full paneling algorithm interleaving discrete optimization with global contin-
uous registration produces a high quality paneling (bottom). This solution
contains 90% single curved panels and a very small number of custom molds,
leading to a significantly reduced cost compared to greedy and local methods.
The zoom on the right shows that our algorithm supports arbitrary curve net-
work topology, including t-junctions. (Zaha Hadid Architects, Dongdaemun
Design Plaza and Park, Seoul.)
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Figure 4.12 Paneling solutions for different curve networks on the Lilium
tower. Significant changes in the curve network layout result in different pan-
eling solutions. The left curve network, being closer to a conjugate network
[PLW+07], is better suited for rationalization with planar and single curved
panels.
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mold types

reference surface

panelized surface

Figure 4.13 The kink angle constraints of our paneling algorithm ensure a
smooth approximation of the design surface. The paneling solution shown in
the middle and bottom row was produced using a kink angle threshold of 1◦.
(Texxus www.texxus.com, Skipper Library Design Study.)
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Extensibility. Our framework for paneling architectural freeform
surfaces takes important practical requirements into consideration. It
is extensible in various ways to account for further specific needs and
constraints.

In practice, the quality requirements on the paneling solution might
vary for different regions of the design. In Figures 4.14-4.17 we show
an extension that uses adaptive kink angle thresholds. Instead of a
single global threshold, a separate value is specified for every curve
network sample point. In the examples shown, these local thresholds
are determined by a visibility function shown in Figure 4.14 that com-
putes the visibility for every point on the design surface, assuming the
surface is viewed from two different access paths. Figures 4.15-4.17

demonstrate how this adaptive quality control directs the use of ex-
pensive panels towards regions where they are needed most, leading
to an improved paneling quality at similar or lower costs compared
to globally specifying thresholds. The same technique can be used to
adaptively control the divergence or the deviation from the original
design surface.

The basic paneling algorithm described above assumes that the input
reference surface is smooth everywhere. Sharp crease lines, however,
are used in architectural freeform designs to highlight strong charac-
teristic features and to enhance the visual appeal of a design. To sup-
port sharp features the algorithm can easily be adapted such that kink
angle thresholds are not applied accross the curves describing sharp
features and the tangent continuity between two panels on opposite
sides of a sharp feature is not optimized. Figure 4.18 demonstrates
how this extension enables paneling solutions with sharp crease lines.

Further possible extensions include restrictions on mold reuse (restrict-
ing the use of the same mold to only parts of the surface determined
by the assembling schedule; restricting the number of panels to be
produced by the same mold) or explicit specification of panel types
allowed for selected segments. Currently our system supports five im-
portant panel types. Incorporating further types is not difficult, but
may require some thought to integrate them into a metric space for
fast panel-segment distance computations (see Appendix B). Since all
our architectural designs are segmented rather uniformly, our current
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cost model does not take panel sizes into account. Panel sizes could
be easily included, however, by specifying a cost per square meter for
each panel type. In Appendix A.2 we show how to extend the discrete
set cover optimization to this more general cost model and proof that
the logarithmic approximation ratio still holds.

Limitations. Although we achieve reasonable computation times
for our examples, very large models (> 50k segments) may only be
effectively handled by splitting them into several parts that are treated
separately. Even if splitting of a large model is not necessary, the per-
formance may not allow the user to fully exploit the potential of the
available control mechanisms (thresholds, allowed deviation from ref-
erence surface).

In our current problem formulation we expect an initial curve network
as part of the design. Certain materials like gypsum are suitable for
producing freeform surfaces without visible seams. Hence the aesthet-
ics of the curve network plays a minor role. While our framework
could be extended to allow stronger movement of the curve network,
the additional flexibility of freely optimizing over the curve layout is
currently not exploited in our algorithm.

low high

Figure 4.14 Spatially adaptive kink angle weights computed based on vis-
ibility from path 1 (top row) and path 2 (bottom row). These weights are used
for paneling solutions as shown in Figures 4.15-4.17 (b) and (c).
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(a) Paneling solution with kink angle thresholds specified globally over the surface.

(b) Paneling solution with spatially adaptive kink angle thresholds.

(c) Paneling solution with another set of spatially adaptive kink angle thresholds.

Figure 4.15 Effect of global vs adaptive kink angle constraints for the Skip-
per Library. Paneling solutions using a global kink angle specification (a) and
using adaptive kink angle thresholds (b, c) computed based on the extent of
visibility while moving along the indicated ground paths (Figure 4.14). Left:
reflection lines. Right: panel assignments. See Figures 4.16 and 4.17 for
statistics and different views.
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(a) Paneling solution with kink angle thresholds specified globally over the surface.

(b) Paneling solution with spatially adaptive kink angle thresholds.

(c) Paneling solution with another set of spatially adaptive kink angle thresholds.

cost: 5946 cost: 5810 cost: 6265

divergence: 6mm
max angle:       3° 

(a) global

molds
panels

-
3491184622102
11921538

32
32

divergence: 6mm
max angle:  1°-6° (adaptive)

(b) path 1

-
321517683152
1691873

22
22

divergence: 6mm
max angle:  1°-6° (adaptive)

(c) path 2

-
427131763197
1915745

15
15

Figure 4.16 Global vs adaptive kink angle constraints for the Skipper Li-
brary and corresponding mold depot statistics (see also Figure 4.15).
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(a) Paneling solution with kink angle thresholds specified globally over the surface.

(b) Paneling solution with spatially adaptive kink angle thresholds.

(c) Paneling solution with another set of spatially adaptive kink angle thresholds.

Figure 4.17 Global vs spatially varying kink angle specifications on the
Skipper Library. Please refer to Figure 4.15 and 4.16 for details.
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total cost: 6800 

total cost: 4010 

molds
panels

-
64425860605
13215256

0
0

molds
panels

-
1821926882425
53716295

24
24

divergence:    3mm
max angle:          1°

divergence:    3mm
max angle:         3° 

Figure 4.18 Paneling solutions for two different kink angle thresholds. The
characteristic sharp feature line of the Lissajous Tower is preserved in our pan-
eling solution. (Evolute www.evolute.at, Lissayous Tower Feasibility Study.)
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Future Work. There are a number of desirable extensions to our
method that constitute challenging problems for future research. One
direction is to incorporate further important aspects into the optimiza-
tion, e.g., structural feasibility and efficiency of the underlyling sup-
port structure, especially if it is aligned with the network of panel
boundaries. This may be done using properly simplified mechanical
models, in extension of work by Whiting et al. [WOD09], and should
lead to a new powerful tool for form-finding. The optimization could
also include energy performance values or try to optimally integrate
solar panels. These and related extensions towards the optimized use
of the building would be in the spirit of the Building Information Mod-
eling paradigm. To our knowledge the paneling problem is also of
interest to the ship-hull construction industry (e.g., Figure 4.19). We
plan to investigate this application in future work.

Figure 4.19 Potential for future work: paneling study of a ship hull. (Data
provided by Evolute, www.evolute.at)
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Conclusion and Outlook

In this thesis we have investigated various aspects of constraint-based
surface processing for shape modeling and freeform architecture. For
modeling, we have introduced an optimization framework that allows
direct manipulation of derived surface properties. The user can mod-
ify lengths, areas and bending of the surface by drawing curves and
patches on the surface and manipulating their metric or curvature
properties. Curvature-Domain Shape Processing allows arbitrary cur-
vature values to be prescribed on a given surface and enables advanced
geometry processing techniques as simple operations in the curvature
domain. Local surface measures provide additional control on the de-
formation semantics. Our approach complements existing methods
for shape manipulation and leads to versatile surface deformations for
shape design. For architecture, we have cast the paneling of freeform
surfaces into a global optimization problem that takes into account
panel production cost, reuse of manufacturing molds, and various
constraints on surface quality and fabrication. The solution is based
on a combination of discrete and continuous optimization, as well as a
new inter-panel distance approximation for complexity reduction. We
have demonstrated the performance of our system on several complex
freeform designs by leading contemporary architects.
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In both application scenarios, surface modeling and freeform archi-
tecture, advanced geometric constraints lead to challenging optimiza-
tion problems with a complex solution space and a high number of
variables. In this thesis we introduce various concepts on how to ad-
dress such problems from specific implementation details to impor-
tant design decisions, novel approximation strategies, and algorithmic
schemes. These collected insights form a broad set of new tools for
constraint-based surface processing to utilize, build upon, and extend
in future research.

5.1 Impact

Although the research of this thesis is evaluated on specific application
scenarios, many concepts introduced in this thesis are of relevance in
the broader context of digital geometry processing. As indicated in
Chapter 3 our constraint-based modeling framework has potential ap-
plications in parameterization and could be extended to serve more
specialized purposes in industry, for example supporting surface pro-
cessing using milling machines or analyzing and controlling the defor-
mation behavior of stamped sheet metal. In Curvature-Domain Shape
Processing we push the complexity of geometry processing tasks to-
ward computation, thus reducing the burden on the user, who can ap-
ply simple and intuitive modifications and filtering operations in the
curvature domain to edit and design geometric models. Such a map-
ping of a geometric problem into a domain that is more accessible to
the user offers a new perspective on shape optimization and provides
a platform for further development in 3D geometry processing.

Our paneling algorithm described in Chapter 4 finds an approximation
of a general shape by a nearly smooth union of aesthetically arranged
panels of a limited number of types and is a significant extension of
the state-of-the-art in surface rationalization. Simultaneously decid-
ing on the number of different panel types required, while optimizing
their parameters, leads to an interesting and unusual mixture of dis-
crete and continuous global optimization with potential applications in
other domains. Finally, mold reuse by making relations explicit across
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different object parts and removing redundancies in the shape infor-
mation content, goes beyond symmetry detection and symmetrization
towards global shape understanding.

5.2 Outlook

In the context of constraint-based surface processing, challenging open
problems give rise to future research. We have discussed the extensi-
bility of our methods and suggested application-specific directions of
future work in the corresponding Chapters 3 and 4.

Efficiency. One of the major universal challenges of constraint-based
surface processing is efficiency. As we have seen in this thesis, imple-
menting advanced geometric constraints means solving complex non-
linear optimization problems for which it is hard to find efficient solu-
tions. Unfortunately, in many applications interactive performance is
the ultimate goal.

In modeling, the user wishes to manipulate a surface in realtime by
dragging the mouse or moving a slider to have optimal feedback and
control. Our constraint-based surface processing framework intro-
duced in Chapter 3 achieves interactive rates only for small problem
instances.

In freeform architecture efficiency is less critical, since the construction
of architectural freeform surfaces, as the main source of open geomet-
ric problems, is often decoupled from the design of such structures:
the architect (user) designs the surface that is then given to geometry
experts to compute, for example, a paneling. Design and construc-
tion, however, are rarely independent. Changing the design might
improve the rationalization quality or cost and in order to be able
to produce a surface with a given technology, significant changes in
the design might be required. This dependancy leads to an expen-
sive iterative production cycle where the architect adapts the design to
observe changes on the construction layout. Ideally, the construction
information would be directly integrated into the design process. In
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Architecture in the digital age: Design and Manufacturing [Kol03], Branko
Kolarevic writes:

"With the use of digital technologies, the design information is the construc-
tion information. (...) It is the digitally-based convergence of representation
and production processes that represents the most important opportunity for
a profound transformation of the profession..."

In freeform architecture the design information is not the construction
information. The main reason is the high complexity of the involved
optimization problems and the lack of efficient solutions. Even for
comparably simple problem instances, such as paneling with planar
quadrilateral panels, it is currently not possible to provide interactive
feedback on the construction information during surface design.

We propose three main directions to address efficiency in future work:

1. Implementation. A non-neglectable efficiency gain can and
should be obtained by careful implementation adapting to
new software and hardware technologies. For example, the
constraint-based surface processing frameworks presented in this
thesis have a high potential for parallelism. In Chapter 3 we have
demonstrated how multi-core and GPU parallelism can signifi-
cantly boost optimization time. Our paneling algorithm (Chap-
ter 4) makes use of parallelism as well, when building the sets for
the discrete optimization. Additionally, as shown in this thesis,
specific implementation details of the optimization solver (from
stopping conditions to energy reformulations and multiresolu-
tion techniques) can make a big difference.

2. Algorithms & Approximation. While a careful implementation
can significantly improve running times, algorithmic strategies
can make the difference between feasible and infeasible. For ex-
ample, the approximative distance space introduced for our pan-
eling algorithm (Chapter 4) brings down computing time from
months to hours. The key to successful performance improve-
ments for constraint-based surface processing thus lies in the
research of new algorithms and approximation techniques. A
promising strategy is to search for relations to known problems
in computer science and draw from decades of research on ef-
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ficient algorithms with guarantees on complexity or approxima-
tion quality (see for example the set-cover analogy established in
Chapter 4).

3. Problem Formulation. Sometimes even the best algorithm and
the most efficient implementation will not be able to achieve the
desired computation time. For example, paneling architectural
freeform surfaces with double-curved panels, mold reuse, and
ten-thousands of panels, as described in Chapter 4, is not likely
to be solvable at interactive rates in the near future. We believe
that the solution lies in adapting the problem formulation: Di-
vide the problem into parts that should be solved at interactive
rates and less critical parts for which more computation time can
be afforded. This mandates a careful evaluation of what aspects
of the problem allow and most critically demand interactive per-
formance. In the application of constraint-based surface mod-
eling for example, an interesting direction of future research is
the investigation of fast preview techniques: Approximative tools
based on simplifications of the surface and simplifications of the
involved optimization terms can give the user the possibility to
interactively explore the modeling space. Once the user is satis-
fied with the edits she/he can actuate the full optimization, ob-
serve the result, and continue editing. Similar techniques can be
investigated to integrate construction information into freeform
surface design: Form finding is guided by interactive feedback
about the resulting paneling layout, without restricting the de-
signer’s expressiveness. This allows the architect to make more
informed design decisions and significantly improves the effi-
ciency of the production process. The main challenge of this
direction is to formulate the constraint-based surface processing
problem such that the user obtains as interactive and as accurate
control on the important aspects of the solution as possible.

Useability. The methods for constraint-based surface processing in-
vestigated in this thesis are directly motivated by applications in art
and industry. Our constraint-based shape deformation framework in-
troduced in Chapter 3 provides new tools for modelers and artists to
manipulate the geometry of a surface. The paneling algorithm pre-
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sented in Chapter 4 enables architects and architectural geometry con-
sultants to automatically compute and control freeform surface ratio-
nalization.

Applied research can get great inspiration from a careful evaluation
and understanding of the application specific needs and requirements
and of how people will eventually use the tools the research enables.
For our research on paneling architectural freeform surfaces we had
the pleasure of closely collaborating with our colleagues from the ge-
ometry consulting company Evolute. Through Evolute we had direct
access to invaluable knowledge about state-of-the-art working pro-
cesses and its deficiencies and to cutting edge architectural designs
from leading architects. This unique opportunity enabled well moti-
vated design decisions and made the research results stronger as they
could have ever been without these insights on the application domain
and direct feedback on the usability of our tools.

A comprehensive analysis of the application of the presented tools
in practice, however, is beyond the scope of this thesis and provides
potential for future work. Future research in constraint-based surface
processing would certainly benefit from scientific work

• presenting means and studies to measure and compare the effec-
tiveness of constraints for surface processing and

• providing insights on further application specific needs and open
challenges.

Interdisciplinary Problems. In practice, problems are rarely purely
geometric but often simultaneously involve a combination of problems
from other domains. For example, surface modeling is used in car and
airplane design, biology, medicine, and many other fields with their
own application-specific demands. Paneling architectural freeform
surfaces involves requirements from structural engineering, material
technology, and environment concerns such as lighting conditions. An
important future challenge is therefore the interdisciplinary collabo-
ration combining constraint-based surface processing with research in
other fields to develop comprehensive solutions for modeling, archi-
tecture, and beyond.
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New Constraints, New Applications. Constraint-based surface
processing is an unbounded research topic with a large number of fas-
cinating applications that cannot nearly be covered by one PhD thesis
alone. New constraints and new applications will pose new challenges
for future work and will continue to inspire exiting research in digital
geometry processing.
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A P P E N D I X A
Optimization

A.1 Derivatives of Geometric Properties
Evaluated on Triangle Meshes

Building the Jacobian matrix for the nonlinear least squares optimiza-
tion employed in our constraint-based modeling framework (Chap-
ter 3) requires the computation of partial derivatives of all involved
optimization terms with respect to the vertex positions. In this section
we derive analytic expressions for these derivatives.

A.1.1 Derivatives of Area, Length, and Angle

By applying the extended chain rule, the derivatives of all energies
introduced in Chapter 3 can be broken down to weighted sums of
derivatives of triangle areas, lengths of path/mesh edges, and angles
between two incident edges (or vectors in general). Since the extended
chain rule is a standard operator we concentrate on providing expres-
sions for these three basic components using the notation shown in
Figure A.1. The only derivative requiring special treatment is the
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v1

v2

v3

e12

e23e31

n̄

α1

A f

Figure A.1 Notation used in the derivation of derivatives.

derivative of principal curvatures which we will discuss in detail in
Section A.1.2.

The gradient of the face area can be computed as

∂

∂v1
A f =

1
2
(n̄× e23), (A.1)

where n̄ is the normalized face normal. The gradients of the edge
lengths are

∂

∂v1
‖e12‖ = −ē12

∂

∂v2
‖e12‖ = ē12 (A.2)

where ē12 is the normalized edge. For an angle between two edges,
the derivatives can be computed as

∂

∂v2
α1 =

e12× n̄
‖e12‖2

∂

∂v3
α1 =

e31× n̄
‖e31‖2

∂

∂v1
α1 = −e12× n̄

‖e12‖2 −
e31× n̄
‖e31‖2

(A.3)

A.1.2 Curvature Derivatives

The optimization of principal curvatures requires derivatives of per-
vertex principal curvatures with respect to the unknown vertex po-
sitions. We present the complete derivative formulas in this section.
In the following equations, vi,c refers to the component c of vertex i,
c ∈ {x, y, z}.
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The principal curvatures κ1 and κ2 are eigenvalues of the curvature
tensor K defined in Equation 3.13. Umbilic points occur whenever the
curvature tensor field is isotropic, indicating that the underlying sur-
face locally approximates a sphere or plane. At such points, the princi-
pal curvatures are equal and their derivatives are undefined. However,
this problem falls into the class of composite nonsmooth optimization
[WF86] since, although the derivatives are discontinuous at umbilic
points, they can be approximated from information available at the
discontinuities. Following Kim and colleagues [KCH02], we average
the derivative computation at nonsmooth points to achieve a viable
approximation. With these observations in place, we compute the cur-
vature derivatives according to three cases.

Case 1: The most common case occurs when all three eigenvalues
are distinct. In this situation, we have

∂

∂vi,c
λj = u>j

(
∂

∂vi,c
K
)

uj, (A.4)

where λj and uj are the jth eigenvalue and normalized eigenvector,
respectively, of the curvature tensor K(vi) and λ1 < λ2 < λ3 [HUY95].
The tensor derivative is given below in Equation A.7.

Case 2: A cylindric point occurs when the two smallest eigenvalues,
in an absolute sense, are nearly equal and distinct from the remaining
eigenvalue. The derivative of this remaining eigenvalue, which corre-
sponds to either κ1 or κ2, can be computed as described above. The
derivative of the other principal curvature can be computed using the
mean curvature H = 1

2(κ1 + κ2). Since H = 1
2trace(K), we have

∂

∂vi,c
H =

1
2

(
∂

∂vi,c
t11 +

∂

∂vi,c
t22 +

∂

∂vi,c
t33

)
, (A.5)

where tjj, j ∈ 1 . . . 3, are the diagonal entries of K. The formula for
their partial derivatives is presented in Equation A.7.

Case 3: When κ1 = κ2, we have an umbilic point and the derivative
is not defined. However, a viable approximation to the derivative at
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this point is given by averaging the derivatives that meet at the discon-
tinuity [KCH02], which leads to

∂

∂vi,c
κ1 =

∂

∂vi,c
κ2 ≈

∂

∂vi,c
H, (A.6)

where the rightmost term is defined in Equation A.5.

As a side remark, the principal curvatures and their derivatives can
also be estimated in terms of the mean and Gaussian curvatures. Un-
der the assumption that the third eigenvalue is zero, this approach
avoids eigenvalue decomposition and leads to simpler derivative ex-
pressions. However, we found this method to be less accurate near
umbilic points.

Tensor Derivatives. Equation A.4 requires the partial derivative of
the curvature tensor K with respect to the unknown vertices:

∂

∂vi,c
K =

1
|B|

∂

∂vi,c
K̂ − K̂|B|2

∂

∂vi,c
|B|

where K̂ = ∑
e∈B

β(e) |e ∩ B| ē ē>.
(A.7)

The derivative of K̂ is given by

∂

∂vi,c
K̂ = ∑

e∈B

[( ∂

∂vi,c
β(e)

)
|e ∩ B|ē ē>+

β(e)
( ∂

∂vi,c
|e ∩ B|

)
ē ē>+

β(e)|e ∩ B|
( ∂

∂vi,c
ē ē>

)] (A.8)

where
∂

∂vi,c
ē ē> =

∂

∂vi,c

e e>

‖e‖2

=
( ∂

∂vi,c
e e>

) 1
‖e‖2 −

ē ē>

‖e‖2

∂

∂vi,c
‖e‖2.

(A.9)

The outer product derivative is given by

∂

∂vi,c
e e> =

∂

∂vi,c

exex exey exez

eyex eyey eyez

ezex ezey ezez

 , (A.10)
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which is straightforward to evaluate entrywise.

The remaining terms in Equations A.7, A.8, and A.9 are more easily in-
terpreted geometrically as derivatives with respect to vertex vi, rather
than with respect to its individual components.

The area gradient for Equation A.7 is given by

∂

∂vi
|B| = ∑

f∈B
B f

∂

∂vi
A f (A.11)

where A f is the face area and B f is the fraction of A f which is inside
B. Since B is a union of barycentric regions, B f is always equal to 1

3 , 2
3 ,

or 1. The derivative of the face area is derived in Equation A.1.

As shown by Bridson, Marino, and Fedkiw [BMF03], the dihedral an-
gle gradients from Equation A.8 are given by

∂

∂v1
β(e) = −‖e‖n̄1 (A.12)

∂

∂v2
β(e) = −‖e‖n̄2 (A.13)

∂

∂v3
β(e) = −(v1− v4) · e

‖e‖ n̄1−
(v2− v4) · e
‖e‖ n̄2 (A.14)

∂

∂v4
β(e) = −(v1− v3) · e

‖e‖ n̄1 +
(v2− v3) · e
‖e‖ n̄2. (A.15)

Similar to Equation A.2, the edge length derivatives from Equa-
tions A.8 and A.9 are

∂

∂v1
|e12 ∩ B| = −Be12 ē12

∂

∂v2
|e12 ∩ B| = Be12 ē12

∂

∂v1
‖e12‖2 = −2e12

∂

∂v2
‖e12‖2 = 2e12,

(A.16)

where Be12 is the fraction of the edge which is inside B. Again because
of the barycentric regions, Be12 is either 1

2 or 1.
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A.2 Element-Weighted Set Cover

An important contribution of our algorithm for paneling architectural
freeform surfaces (Chapter 4) is the mapping of the constraint-based
optimization problem to a set cover problem. This section provides
a detailed analysis of the set cover problem and the algorithm we
introduced in Section 4.3.2, including a proof of the approximation
quality. As discussed in Chapter 4, the set cover algorithm can be ex-
tended to the more general setting where the panel cost is given as
a per-unit-area cost and has to be multiplied with the panel area to
obtain the total panel cost. In the following we reformulate the prob-
lem (Section A.2.1) and the algorithm (Section A.2.2) to support this
more general cost model. We describe the algorithm in slightly more
technical terms compared to Chapter 4 to enable a precise analysis
(Section A.2.3).

A.2.1 Problem

Given a set of elements S = {s1, . . . , sn} and a set of m subsets of S ,
σ∗ = {S1, . . . ,Sm}, and a cost function c : σ∗ → IR, defined as

c(Sk) = ck
set + ck

element ∑
si∈Sk

a(si,Sk)Asi (A.17)

where ck
set and ck

element are constant, non-negative base and element costs
for set Sk, a : (S , σ∗) → {0, 1} is an assignment function, that deter-
mines for every element si in set Sk whether si is assigned to Sk (value
1) or not (value 0). If si 6∈ Sk the function a(si,Sk) is defined to be 0.
Asi is a non-negative cost factor for every element si by which the ele-
ment cost ck

element has to be multiplied. We therefore call ck
element the unit

element cost, i.e., Asi defines how many units element si corresponds to.

Find a collection σ ⊆ σ∗ and an assignment function a, such that

1. every element si is assigned to exactly one set Sk ∈ σ that contains
it, that is ∀si : ∑k:si∈Sk∈σ a(si,Sk) = 1,

2. and the total cost ∑k:Sk∈σ c(Sk) is minimized.
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Relation to Paneling. In the context of Paneling (Chapter 4), every
set Sk corresponds to a mold and denotes all segments si ∈ Sk that
can be fitted by this mold within given error tolerance thresholds. σ∗

contains the initial mold candidates. The result σ defines the final
mold depot, whereas the assignment function a uniquely determines
which mold produces which segment. The cost ck

set corresponds to
the cost of mold k, the unit cost ck

element denotes the per-unit-area cost
of producing a panel with mold k, and the cost factor Asi is the area
of segment si. The full cost of producing segment si with mold k is
therefore ck

elementAsi . This special cost structure is important and the
proof given in Section A.2.3 does not extend, for example, to the more
general case that the cost to produce a panel with a given mold is an
arbitrary non-constant cost function ck

element(si). The special case where
the cost of a panel does not depend on the panel size (or all panels
have the same size) is included in the above formulation by setting
Asi = 1 for all segments. The formulation as a set cover problem
defines a paneling solution with minimal cost that meets the specified
error tolerance thresholds.

Relation to Classical Weighted Set Cover. From condition 1.
follows that σ covers all elements in S , that is, ∪k:Sk∈σSk = S . The
problem described above is therefore related to the classical weighted
set cover problem [Joh74], where the weights correspond to costs in
our case. While this problem is known to be NP-hard, a polynomial-
time approximation strategy can be used to find an approximate so-
lution whose cost is guaranteed to be within log n times the cost of
the optimal solution. It has been shown that log n is the best possible
approximation ratio of any polynomial-time algorithms [Fei98]. What
distinguishes our setting from the classical weighted set cover problem
is that each element is eventually assigned to only one set. Thus our
weights (costs) depend on which elements are assigned to which set.
If the element costs ck

element are zero for all sets Sk, the problem above is
equal to the classical weighted set cover problem. Even if ck

element > 0,
however, the same polynomial-time approximation algorithm can be
used to solve our problem (Section A.2.2) and the proof for the loga-
rithmic approximation ratio of the polynomial-time weighted set cover
algorithm directly translates to our more general setup (Section A.2.3).
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A.2.2 Algorithm

We define the efficiency of a set Sk with respect to an assignment a as
the function

φ(Sk, a) =
∑si∈Sk

a(si,Sk)Asi

c(Sk)
, (A.18)

where the cost of Sk is computed according to the current assignment
function a. The efficiency determines how well a set covers elements
in S compared to the cost it requires to do so. During the execution of
the algorithm, let σ′ ⊆ σ∗ be the collection of all sets Sk that have not
yet been chosen for σ.

Our algorithm to determine the covering sets starts with an empty
collection σ. Thus the collection σ′ contains all the sets Sk ∈ σ∗ and
all elements si are initially assigned to all sets Sk containing si. We
then successively add the set Sm with highest efficiency to the current
solution σ. The elements currently assigned to Sm are permanently
assigned to only Sm. The assignment function and consequently the
efficiency of all remaining sets are updated, and the algorithm is iter-
ated until all elements are covered.

σ← ∅, σ′ ← σ∗

∀Sk ∈ σ∗, si ∈ Sk : a(si,Sk) = 1

while
⋃
Sk∈σ Sk 6= S while not all elements are covered

Sm ← arg maxSk∈σ′ φ(Sk, a) candidate set with max. efficiency

σ← σ ∪ {Sm} add to covering sets

σ′ ← σ′ − {Sm} remove from candidate sets

∀si ∈Sm,Sk ∈ σ′ : a(si,Sk) = 0 update assignments

end
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A.2.3 Analysis

Theorem. The algorithm described in Section A.2.2 achieves an ap-
proximation ratio of

ALG
OPT

≤ ln
(

Atot

Amin

)
+ 1 (A.19)

to the optimal solution OPT of the problem described in Section A.2.1,
where

Atot =
n

∑
i=1

Asi (A.20)

is the total number of units and

Amin = min
si∈S

Asi (A.21)

is the minimum number of units for the elements in S .

Proof. The per unit cost of a set is the average cost per unit for all
elements assigned to the set and can be computed as the inverse of
the set’s efficiency φ(Sk, a). Thus for each element si assigned to Sk we
define the per unit cost c(si) = 1/φ(Sk, a). Note that ∑si∈S c(si)Asi =
ALG, that is, the total cost of the algorithm.

Let us sort the elements in the order that they are covered (perma-
nently assigned) by the algorithm, breaking ties arbitrarily. At the
time that the ith element (call it si) gets covered (directly before), the
total number of uncovered units is at least ∑n

j=i Asj . This holds by con-
struction of the ordering of the elements. The cost OPTsub of solving
the element-weighted set cover for the subproblem with elements that
are currently not covered and the current candidate sets σ′ is at most
OPT. This holds since one solution for the subproblem can easily be
obtained by taking the optimal solution for the whole problem and
removing all elements that were already covered. Removing elements
can only decrease the cost. Therefore, the "per unit cost" of the sub-
problem is at most

OPTsub

Asub
≤ OPT

∑n
j=i Asj

, (A.22)
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where Asub denotes the total number of units present in the subprob-
lem. Thus, in the final solution of the subproblem there must be at
least one set Sk with "per unit cost" ≤ OPT/ ∑n

j=i Asj . At the time the
element si gets covered, this set Sk can only have a lower or equal "per
unit cost". This holds, because the "per unit cost" of a set

1
φ(Sk, a)

=
c(Sk)

∑si∈Sk
a(si,Sk)Asi

(A.23)

=
ck

set + ck
element ∑si∈Sk

a(si,Sk)Asi

∑si∈Sk
a(si,Sk)Asi

(A.24)

=
ck

set

∑si∈Sk
a(si,Sk)Asi

+ ck
element (A.25)

can only decrease, if more elements are assigned to the set. Since the
set we choose by the Algorithm in Section A.2.2 when we cover si is
the set with the highest efficiency, that is, the lowest "per unit cost", it
holds

c(si) ≤
OPT

∑n
j=i Asj

. (A.26)

Over the execution of the algorithm the value of i goes from 1 to n.
Thus, the total cost is at most

ALG ≤
n

∑
i=1

OPT
∑n

j=i Asj

Asi = OPT
n

∑
i=1

Asi

∑n
j=i Asj

. (A.27)

Figure A.2 shows a graphical interpretation of Equation A.27. The
element cost factors (unit counts) Asi are mapped to intervals on the
x-axis in order of descending indices i. The ith x-axis value counted
from the right therefore corresponds to ∑n

j=i Asj . The corresponding
y-axis value is its inverse 1/ ∑n

j=i Asj . The sum

n

∑
i=1

Asi

∑n
j=i Asj

(A.28)

therefore denotes the area of the vertical bars over each interval Asi

(see Figure A.2). The area of the bar of the left-most interval is always

Asn

∑n
j=n Asj

= 1 (A.29)
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A.2 Element-Weighted Set Cover

1/ ∑n
j=1 Asj

1/x

1/ ∑n
j=n Asj

1

Asn Asn−1 . . . . . . As2 As1

Figure A.2 Graphical interpretation of Equation A.27 (discussion see text).

Equation A.27 can thus be continued as

ALG ≤ OPT
n

∑
i=1

Asi

∑n
j=i Asj

(A.30)

= OPT

(
1 +

n−1

∑
i=1

Asi

∑n
j=i Asj

)
(A.31)

≤ OPT
(

1 +
∫ Atot

Amin

1
x

dx
)

(A.32)

= OPT
(

1 + ln
Atot

Amin

)
(A.33)

where the step from Equation A.31 to Equation A.32 makes use of
the fact that the former is a lower Riemann sum approximation of the
latter (see Figure A.2). q.e.d.

Implication for the Paneling Algorithm. In the context of paneling
(Chapter 4) this result means, that the approximation quality of the set
cover algorithm depends on the ratio between the total surface area
Atot and the area of the smallest segment Amin. If the panel cost does
not depend on the panel size, or all panels have the same size, the
approximation ratio depends on the number of segments, since in that
case Atot/Amin = n.
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A P P E N D I X B
Metric Space for Approximate
Panel-Segment Distances

In our paneling algorithm (see Chapter 4) we efficiently estimate regis-
tration errors in a 6D metric space to avoid more than 95% of the costly
nonlinear mold-segment alignments for the discrete optimization step
of Section 4.3.2. We define a mapping of planes, paraboloids, and cu-
bic patches into this space and show how cylinders and tori can be
approximated with cubics. Representing segments by their best fitting
cubic polynomial then allows calculating upper bounds on the reg-
istration error through simple 6D Euclidean distances computations.
Figure B.1 evaluates the accuracy of this approximate registration er-
ror computation.

Distances Between Cubic Polynomials. We represent a cubic poly-
nomial patch in the principal frame of the patch center as

Pi(x, y) = aix2 + biy2 + cix3 + dix2y + eixy2 + fiy3.

Our goal is to find potential mold candidates for a given segment.
We thus consider the domain D = [−L, L]2, where L is half the seg-
ment side length computed on the initial curve network. Since these
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B Metric Space for Approximate Panel-Segment Distances

approximate distances are only used for pruning, it is sufficient to as-
sume a quadratic shape even for non-quadratic segments. We define
the L2-distance Eij = E(Pi, Pj) between two polynomials Pi and Pj by
optimizing over the relative shift in z-direction

Eij = min
τ

∫∫
D

(ax2 + by2 + cx3 + dx2y + exy2 + f y3 + τ)2dxdy,

where a := ai − aj, etc. Since the integral can be factored into the form
Aτ2 + 2Bτ + C, we obtain Eij = C − B2/A for the optimal value of
τ = −B/A . Substituting d̄i = di + fi and ēi = ci + ei and reordering
terms yields

Eij = 4L2(
4L4

45
a2 +

4L4

45
b2 +

L6

15
d̄2 +

L6

15
ē2 +

8L6

105
c2 +

8L6

105
f 2).

By setting Ē =
√

E/(4L2), our distance measure between cubic patches
corresponds to the canonical Euclidean distance where every cubic is
represented as a point in the 6D Euclidean space as

Pi =

(
2L2

3
√

5
ai,

2L2

3
√

5
bi,

L3
√

15
d̄i,

L3
√

15
ēi,

√
8L3
√

105
ci,

√
8L3
√

105
fi

)T

.

Since we are interested in the shape of the cubic rather than its specific
orientation, we consider for every cubic Pi all four right handed coordi-
nate transformations and another four with a flipped normal direction
z:

P∗i = {Pi(x, y), Pi(−y, x), Pi(−x,−y), Pi(y,−x),
−Pi(x,−y),−Pi(y, x),−Pi(−x, y),−Pi(−y,−x)}

which correspond to eight points in the derived Euclidean space. We
finally define our approximative distance measure as

d(Pi, Pj) = min
P′j∈P∗j

Ē(Pi, P′j ),

which defines a metric on the space of cubic polynomials.
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Figure B.1 Maximal kink angle and divergence averaged by fitting 400
randomly selected molds to all the 7265 segments of the National Head Quar-
ters design (see Chapter 4). The values are sorted by our approximate panel-
segment distances to demonstrate the strong correlation of the approximative
and the exact fitting errors.

Cylinder and Torus. Planes and paraboloids can be directly de-
scribed as cubic polynomials with zero higher order coefficients. For
cylinders and tori, we use the Taylor expansion expressed in the co-
ordinate system of the principal frame at a center point on the mold
as an approximation. For cylinders with radius R the only nonzero
coefficient is thus ai = 1/(2R).

Torus molds are defined by a merid-
ian radius R1, a parallel radius R2, and
angle σ that determines where on the
meridian the mold center lies. Since
this representation has three parame-
ters, we use the third-order Taylor ex-
pansion

R2

R1

σ

T3(x, y) = −1
2
(

1
R1

x2 +
cos σ

R
y2 +

R2 sin σ

R2R1
xy2), (B.1)

where R := R2 + R1 cos σ, and−1/R1 and−(cos σ)/R are the principal
curvatures at the mold center.
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